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Domestication of animals was among the first efforts of man to trans-
form and adapt his environment to his needs. The first changes in domes-
tication of animals were those associated with size and color. Selection for 
particular (alb! sometimes was linked to the desire to facilitate distinction 
between stock of different owners and r-eHicories.' Probably the most con-
sistent efforcs in developing animals for specific needs were those involv-
ing the increase in size of horses in response to military needs in the Ro-
man period. During medieval times the increasing weight of armor stimu-
lated breeding of still larger horses. Similar evolution of the type of horses 
for great speed was an adaptation co special military purposl":s.' 
EARLY EFFORTS TO IMPROVE BEEF CATILE QUALITY 
While nearly all domestic animals have furnished human sociery with 
meat, emphasis on the development of meat-producing typts is a rela-
tively recent development. 
The ancient Egyptians apparently evolved a beef-type from their na-
tive longhorn oHle when wealth amassed during the dynastic period en-
COUl1lgod production of improved cattle to meet the demand for superior 
beef. I.- However, it was not uneil the period of modern industrialization 
wi th its concentration of population in cities and the accumulation of 
wealth that demand for meat encouraged accelerated efforts toward im-
proving meat producing animals. 
Although Bri tish royalty engaged in atrle and sheep improvement 
efforts in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, the work of 
Robert Bakewell ( 1 72~· 1 79~) is generally considered the beginning of 
scientific animal improvemem.! Increasing urbanization of society in Eng-
land and technological achievemenrs in the eighteenth century undoubt-
edly were important nctors in stimu:ating interest in livestock improve-
ment. Also, rhe acceleration of enclosures, the gradual improvement of 
agricultural practices and the inrrodu((ion of four<ourse rotation (turnips, 
barley, dover and wheat) made possible greater emphasis on animal agri-
culture in England.' 
Bakewell realized that new opportunities were developing for marker-
ing of meat animals and oriented his efforts to improve his animals in 
form, qualiry of flesh, and efficiency in meae production.' At first his ef-
fom mer with skepticism but soon a score of breeders were using similar 
procedures of inbreeding and selection. The work of the firs t generation 
of breeders led to the foundarion of the several English breeds of beef 
'~u"'l:<n '* 10 Ii" of ",1ft."" .. in ,II<: bICk. 
• 
, 
• 
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cattl<: which w<:r<: th<: sourc<: of improv<:d canl<: in rh<: Unir<:d 5(at<:s.' 
Th<: <:arly br<:eders did nor hav<: in mind d<:v<:loping "new brttds." Rather, 
th<:ir drom in th<: case of b<=d cank w<:r<: solely in improving the meat 
productive capacity of th<:ir own animals. As one author stat<:d, "A defi· 
nit<: economic neM exist<:d for an animal of a diff<:renr kind."2 Definite 
breeds came into existence later after some improvement had been 
achieved. 
The effects of improved animal selection, fec=ding and managemem in 
the eighte<:nth ceneury are shown in the average weights of catde at the 
Smithfield market. In 1710, beef cattle averag<:d 370 pounds whereas in 
1795 avel"2ge weights were 800 pounds.5 The average weights of catde 
continued to increase imo the nin<:tttnth century in western Europe. Our· 
ing the period 1816-1867 the weight of cattle in Bavaria increased by 40 
percent and during the foJlowing 50 years the av<:rage weight increased 
another 170 percenc,fi By far the greatest portion of this increase was due 
to improvement in quality and quantity of feed and forage prod uction. 
Slaughter weights were further increased as feed supplies became sufficient 
to winter a larger proportion of cattle. 3 Howev<:r, anention to breeding 
techniques and animal sckccion undoubtedly also contributed to increas· 
ing weights. 
BEEF CATTLE QUALITY IMPROVEMENT IN AMERICA 
Not a single specie; of domestic animals is indi~nous co this coun· 
try. Gnlc were first inrroduced into this country by the Spanish explorers 
in Florida, the lower Mississippi Valley, and the Southwest in the six-
tc(mh CCfl eury. The Spanish cude introduced at this time :md later were 
the found:Hion stock of the southwestern and California missions. The 
famous Texas Longhorn cattle of Spanish origin, now extinct, came from 
this stock. 
Colonists from northern Europe brought carde from thdr locales to 
settlements on the Adamic Coast in the early seventeemh cemury. The 
types they brought were diverse; marked diff'ermces occurred in type. even 
among loal provinces and c:mnons.' 
un), continued to come into the country throughout the colonial 
period :llong with the new settlers. But since there was no improved 
breeding at this time, they no doubt were diverse in type. A few direct 
importations were made but they were large Danish cattle more suitable 
for draft purposes. r In many areas carde ran wild in the woods, Indiscrimi-
nate crossing of diverse types of catde did not result in improvement. 
Probably the best care and handling of carde in the Colonial period was 
in Pennsylvania. T 
In the Colonial and frontier economies the funCtion of carde was 
prim:uily to supply power and only secondarily (0 furnish subsiStence in 
the form of milk and meat to the farm household. The excess of these 
requirements became available for market but the dominance of the needs 
of the household was overriding. For a long period in the colonies cattle 
were prized almost as highly for their hides as for meat. Many of the 
• 
• 
• 
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colonial assemblies passed laws encouraging tanning of leather, prohibit-
ing its importation, and regulating the making of shoes.s 
Several stimulants to commercial beef cattle raising after the Revolu-
tion included: the opening of [he corn growing area west of the Al-
leghenies, the rapid growth of eastern seaboard cities, the widespread in-
troduction of clover in connection with gypsum after 1785, the initiation 
of county fairs and cattie shows in 18079 , and the development of an agri-
cultural press anet 1810. '° Corn-fed Ohio and Kentucky cattle could make 
the drives east easier than swine, The first reported drove to reach Balti-
more across the mountains arrived in 1805.9 High beef prices, 1815 to 
1819, 1834 to 1839, and during rhe fifties, encouraged large importS of im-
proved European cart/e.'O, Numerous canie importing companies were 
organized, beginning with one organized by 50 Ohio' farmers in 1834.10 
Interesr in breeding improvements continued throughout the nine· 
teenth century. Many Shorthorns were imponed before the Civil War 
and, in addition, many Angus and Herefords were imporced after 1875. 
The "battle of the breeds" commenced about this time with ies fads and 
emphases upon certain bloodlines. 4 State Depacement consuls made a 
comprehensive survey of foreign breeds in 1883 at the fC<JueSt of Ameri· 
can livestock men." 
Improvements in American cattie were more pronounced in the second 
half of the nineteenth century than in the first half. It is true chat the firSt 
cross of improved cattle on natives produced a larger quality improvement 
than further crosses, However, putebred imports before 1850 were not suf-
ficient to cause Significant impact. 'o . I ~ T he range in average annual 
weights of catele slaughtered in Chicago, 1852 to 1857, of 542 ro 572 
pounds suggests that large, well·bred and well-fed cattle were not plenti-
fuL 13 
The failure to discover Mendel until 1901 hampered breeding ef-
fortS," although publication of herd books was starred for the major 
breo::\s in the last half of the nineteenth century. 
While the economic characteristics of c:.ltde such as feed efficiency 
and muscling could hardly be completely ignored, there seems ro have 
been some overemphasis of minor characteristics such as color of hair, 
"facial expression," and symmetry of form. U More attention appears to 
havt'beeq given to external characteristics which would differentiate a 
, 
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particular breed or bloodline than to physical factors which would indi-
ote superior meat gualiry. There were exceptional writers who argued the 
case for emphasizing meat quality as a goal of breeding, 1ft One American 
v.:rj~er _ ~n 1883 cito:! many c~s of _prize winning show animals pr9-
clueing inferior mor.n A committee o f the O hio State Agricultu1'21 Socie-
ty suggested :Ul evalu:uion of feed efficiency and meat quality to compare 
the relative v2.iue of beef cude breeds." 
The [rend and direction of the breeding effortS may be obsc=rved in a 
review of the great livestock shows. The early emphasis was on incce;tsing 
~i ze and ffiotiness of ~imals . For example, the .Smithfield (Engl:m?) Cat-
tle Club Show Announcemem :lnd Premium List for Decem~r, 1832, 
indicae the age and weig~[ require:me:nu to show 2S follows: 
Class II. For the best ox of any brc:ed, undo:r 6 yeus of age, wtight 160 Stones 
[1280 pounds} and upwarcls, that shall not have had cake, corn, meal or sec:ds, 
previous to the Ht of Augun. " 
These 2nirJl2!S 2ppare:ndy had be;en gf2zed throughout much of their 
life and were permitted (0 h2ve been fed only the l2St fe:w months prior 
to the show date. The "advanced age:" of these animals suggests that the 
e~hasis was on utilization of grass rather than on the qse of relatively 
expensive grains at this time. The judgment of e:xcellence was nOt only 
hase:d. on appearance alive but also after slaughter. The judges were further 
reminded in the instru((ions chat the objective of the: show was to 01-
courage the production of the "che:ape:sc :and best meacs."u 
A similar e:mphasis on me:ac qualides is note:<! Iate:r in the American 
livestock shows. At the first International Livestock Show at Chicago in 
1900, a special carcass class competition was offere:d for the purpose: "chac 
the: w:lSte:ful re:sul ts of superfluous and extravagant overfe:e:ding of animals 
i~~enacd l~ fiurl"!-an consumption may be: discourage:d." "J.udge:s _are:- in-
structed to. . award prtze:s to carcasse:s bearing a goodl y portion of 
fiigh_ d~s: e<J.ible:, marbled rne::t.t." The: promot«S appare:ndy believe:<! chac 
one of the ultimate: objectives in producing beef animals was the: abs01ce 
of excessive: fat. 19• 20 
The first shows had dasse:s fot fat cactle: ranging to thre:e-year-olds, 
whereas fat Ste:e:r classes now exclude: animals ove:r 18 months.' l. 20 It has 
been reporte:<! thar at !he first shows animals of the: diffe:rem bree:ds were: 
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unlike and that g!'adually type uniformity became noticeable. Today, uni-
formity is consistently found among the winners of classes.~ ' 
The influence of breeding, better feeding and management is shown 
in the comparison of average weights of winning Steers at the Incemation-
al l ivestock Show. In the firs r five years of the show, beginning in 1900, 
the winning sreers averaged 1,693 pounds. For the five years ending with 
19H, the winners in this class averaged 1,116 pounds." The winning of 
the championship by a D-month Hereford calf in 1906 generated great 
conrroversy.22 However, the argument that muket premiums were fo r 
lighter caerle was not to be denied. Yearlings won the carlor grand cham-
pionship away from two-year olds in 1909 and every year immediately 
thereafter.23 Much of the downward trend in weights and age since 1900, 
reflects the adapration to consumer demand for smaller sized curs. 
By 1900 conside!'able transformation had taken place in the type of 
bed caerle. Probably the greatest improvement in catrle occurred in the 
western States. Rapid expansion of the a. t~le industry occurred there when 
interest in improved breeds was high. Consequently, western cattlemen 
were Strong bidders for improved purebred stock of the cenrral St2tes; thus 
improvement was most marked in the Wen.:· 
It is evident rhat commercially important t!'ade in beef was depend-
ent in patt on the improvement of catrle for meat purposes. As industriali-
zation progressed first in England :l.Od later in the United States a grow-
ing market for meat appeared. In rhis development the role of the breeders 
was essendally thae of "designing" cartle, which formerly had multipur-
pose uses, for a specific use as meat animals. The objectives of the catly 
beef breeders emphasized meat qualities although at ti mes breeders be-
came imbued with certain details of fad and fancies of fami ly lines and 
other relatively unimponanc characteristics. An adjustment to general 
market demands for smaller animals and those which matured and fat-
tened at younger ages was accomplished but this probably was stimulated 
more by the pressure for economy in feeding. It is probably true that after 
1900 greater realization of market demands prevailed.b However, the ideal 
goal of uniformity and predictable and consiStent perform:uJce of meat in 
terms of consumer satisfactions has not yet been arrained. 
'()". wri,« ""teS 'hese historiesl chlnses in p<icc premium" fi .... for brg. si •• in I. ••• igh,«n,h """III)'; 
o.econd. for 11t~ si .. wi.h 1 .. , ....... in culy nin=ouh cen'"'1; ,bird. ("" lit .. si .. quick ly and e!liciendy 
pro:iU(td Ln I ... ninCl"""h cen,"'1; fcunh. for ,mall ,i .. (brough •• bo", by COlUumet <lemand (e •• mliler 
<l>1S)." 
EVOLUTION OF STANDARDS FOR BEEF 
The pres~m problems in grading beef can be understood better when 
placed in the perspective of their historical developmem. Because of the 
nature of the development there is little choice but to recognize and dis-
cuss the interrelationships in th~ development of animal production, pro-
cessing, and markets rather than merely to trace grade standards for 
dressed beef products. 
The development of grade standards is a phenomenon associated with 
the growth of markers, commerce and urbanization of society. In the sub-
sistence agricultural type economy of rhe Colonial period in this country, 
evidence suggestS that there were efforts to evolve a language to facilirat~ 
trade. These occurred in parr at the initiative of the parties involved bur 
typically in the early days r~gulations conc~rning trade were promulg:l.ted 
by the local political authority. 
Division of labor was el~mentary, and dom~sric [rad~, principally of 
staples, was typically a barter arrangement. Colonial r~gu1ations were de-
signed chiefly for the protection of individual consumers and the com-
munity of consumers. They emphasized quantity standards but also pro-
vided for a minimum set of quality standards.' ~ By and large, organized 
markets wer~ unimportant prior to 1700 norwithstanding numerous stat-
ures regulating markets.2 ~ Even as late as 1760 nine-tenths of the popula-
tion of 1,500,000 were tillers of the soil. Boston, New York, and Philadel-
phia each had an estimated population of less than 18,000.26 
Slaughtering, packing, processing, and curing of meats were once 
largely a farm ho'us~hold activity. Uncil very ' recent tim~s this remained 
so among farm households in this country. However, beginning in the 
early Colonial period, farmers eXchanged meat products b~yond family 
r~quirements for goods and services of local artisans and trades people. 
. -
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Trade in meat products did not expand much beyond these local ex-
changes throughout the Colonial period except for some isolated areas 
where specialized livestock producrion developed in response co for-
eign demand for livestock and meat products. 
Regulations or customs concerning standards used in exchange might 
be classified in twO broad types: (1) those which establish a "minimum" set 
of srandards which the product must meet in terms of quality, packaging, 
quantity, and sanitation to be eligible for sale or barter, and (2) those 
which recognize differences in the acceptable quality of the product 
eirher because of the inherent differences in the product or those differ-
ences associated with preferences expressed by the market. The former 
type of Standard was the predominant concern for nearly three centuries 
and was the object of much legislation from the Colonial period to the 
present. 
Quality or grade standards evolved slowly. Only the crudest scale of 
classification of quality diffetences in meats was recognized before the 
twentieth century. No doubt this inertia in formulating Standards seems 
from a number of sources inherent in cattle production, the characteristics 
of the trade, and the nature of the processing and packing industry from 
the earliest times to the present. 27 
A. Minimum Standards 
Although the development of matkets was much slower in the Colo-
nies than in contemporary Europe and especially England, many of the 
standards and regulations in force were adopted by the various Colonial 
settlements. Yet many of these were only superficially enforced, suggest-
ing that the needs of Colonial America were different from those of 
Europe and· adaptations to the American scene were necessary.2S 
Local Minimum Standard;. - The Colonial laws dealing with the 
establishment of markets and fairs were an attempt to organize trade in 
a general way, to assure to all the people a fair chance to satisfy their 
needs. Colonial statute books and town records are filled with regulations 
pertaining to the method and time of sale and providing for public in-
speCtors to determine and arbitrate in the matter of the minimum quali ty 
of agricultural produccs.2~ 
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The beginning of organized local trade in fresh meats developed, gen-
erally, late in the seventeenth century with the establishment of market 
days in the larger Colonial towns. Farmer-slaughterers sold meat to towns-
people, usually under the provisions and regulations of the cown authori-
ties. Contrary to the general pattern, New Amsterdam (New York) estab-
lished an organized market for meats at an early date, largely due co the 
influence of the butchers who formed an influential guild that jealously 
guarded its most monopolistic privileges granted by the city.29 W eekly 
meat marker days were established as early as 1656, and by 1683 fresh 
meat markets open during specified hours on Tuesdays, Thursdays and 
Saturdays were escablished. 29 Problems of sanitation and difficulty of in-
spection among widely separated private slaughtering establishments led 
the cicy to build a public slaughtering house in 1678 in which all slaugh-
tering within the city was done until 1789.u City butchers as weB as 
farmers bringing meat into the city were required to sell at the specified 
markers. All animals brought into the city for slaughter, however, were 
required co be slaughtered for an established fee by the "sworn butchers 
of che city."29 
When Faneui! Hall in Boscon was established in 1742 as a public 
market, rather crude regulations were VOted regarding the quality of mears. 
One regulation ran rhus: "No unwholesome, stale or blown meat or 
leparus swine shall be sold or exposed to sale in the market under penalty 
105."1 Similar regulations were imposed in most of the larger town mar-
kets throughout the Colonial period. However, it cannot be determined 
to what extent local market regulations were actually carried out. In many 
instances they were not enforced.2~ In exchanges of most articles during 
this period the people determined for themselves the quality of goods. 
Only in cases of complaints did they apply to inspectors for quality 
determinations in accordance with the minimum standards then prevail· 
ing.2) 
Export Minimum Standards. -Probably the mos.t concerted early 
efforts concerning classification and standardization in meats are those 
stimulated by and pertaining to the export trade, provisoning of ships, 
and supplying foreign and domestic army contracts. An inspector was ap-
pointed in New York in 1657 to inspect and cerrify quantity and weight 
of all meats for exportation. n T he Assembly at Philadelphia passed an 
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act in 1729 outlining in detail the size and marerial of the shipping casks; 
provided for the inspection of the conums; :md specified that each cask 
should receive an inspector's brand. These provisions were to prevent 
"unfair pracrices in the packing of beef and pork for exportation."8 Prior 
to 1700 a srarute was in force in Virginia which prescribed simii:<r regui:<-
tions. The justices of peace marked the barrels of meat from their juris-
dictions and also scamped the quantity of their contents on rhe face of rhe 
banel.'o 
These efforts for regu lated inspection aimed not only to assure honest 
quantity measuremems but also ro exclude from trade products below a 
certain quality. At this time export trade had not become so large that 
the foreign customers knew the exporter through many dealings. Products 
were known rather by the colony or territory of origin. This fact led local 
producers to obtain govc:rnment inspection laws in order to exclude in-
ferior products. Thus they hoped to enhance the preference for the product 
of a panicular locality or colony. The motives for such legislation in most 
of the colonies were similar. Howc:ver, foreign trade of pickled and salt 
beef and pork was relatively small and averaged less than 6 percent of the 
total value of exports of colonies in the decade prior to the Revolution." 
In Massachusetts, state statutes regulated public inspections as late 
as 1856 principally for items exchanged in foreign trade.2~ As new terri -
tories were opend, similar "minimum standards" legislation was passed 
to increase opportunities for local producers to sell in distant marketS. 
For example, the legislature of Missouri passed an inspection law in 1841 
providing for an inspector general, to be appointed by the governor, for 
beef and pork. Two or more deputy inspectors appointed in each county 
were :lUthorized to inspect and classify beef :md pork. Detailed packing 
procedures were outlined. It was hoped that these measures would im-
prove the acceptance of :Missouri meat products in out-of-state markets." 
It appears that these laws largely fell into disuse at country points 
after the. "Civil War. The fact that they failed to be maintained "must be 
ascribed to the growrh of industrial competition which had rendered them 
superfluous by giving opportunity for the elimination of inferior processc:s 
and produ([s without interferences of the state. ~ 6 Probably the more im-
pOrtant factor was the growth of commercial meat packing at Cincinnati, 
Chicago, and other points which reduced the need for country inspectors. 
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The offici"l inspeceion of produces for distant markets shifted to these 
centers. A number of packers after 1840 specialized in foreign acecums 
and inspection criteria began to emphasize faCtors important in p:micular 
mukets.s 
.By and large these promotional efforcs involved the setting of simple 
minimum srand:uds of <ju:1lity :1nd honest weights or measures. Only 
crude a[tempts were made :1t grading the products. Apparencly geo-
graphial origin of produces provided the only general clues ro product 
quality. It was not until late in the nineteenth century th:u minimum 
srandards for mars were genenlly established by federal legislation which 
ag:11o was stimulated in an effort to promote foreign trade. 
National" Minimum Standards." - By 188S several packing com-
panies had become quite luge and h:1d developed a r:l.ther wide distribu-
tive organiution. The role of the JOClI butcher-slaughterers had declined 
in the major urban centers. Consequently, the development of national 
distribution of me:1t led to pressures for national legislation to regulate 
sanitation aspects of meat produces moving in interstate commerce. 
The larger, well known packers in the m:1jor centers had developed 
some standards of performance. BU[ there were unscrupulous dealers. The 
literature of the period abounds in discussion of adulteration, filse weights 
and mislabeling not only in me:1ts but in most farm produce and pre-
served foods. State agricultunl experiment stations began resCllrch studies 
in adulter;nions and many stares oper:1ted an inspection service after 188S. 
The need for narional legislation based on review of the work of 
various state sanitary bodies, official reports, and laws of various sutes 
was developed by an e-arly United States Department of Agriculture 
chemist.lJ The argument for supplementary national legislation recognized 
the changing character of the marketing of me-ats arising from the in-
creasing movement in interState commerce. Corrective measures to im-
prove sanitation in meat processing, however, awaited pressures, first 
from exporters and cattlemen in their efforts to maintain foreign trade, 
and lacer from an aroused public. 
A series of decrees and rescricrLons by European Countries, against the 
importation of America.n meat products began in 1878 when England 
- - - . 
placed comrols on imports of chilled beef and live animals. In 1879 Italy, 
followed by other European countries in the 1880s j passed restrictions 
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19ainst American pork products.3 It was alleged that American products 
were packed under unsanitary conditions and that animals often were dis-
eased. These anions were partly stimulated by fears of European slaugh-
terers of competition from cheapet American livestock and meats which 
had begun to move in volume after 1875.8 These restrictions led to 
aggressive effortS-especially by the federal and ~tate governments-to 
control diseases in cattle and hogs. 
Indicative of the importance attached co foreign trade was the action 
taken at a convention of cattlemen, March, 1890, attended by 400 delegares 
appointed by the governors of 11 major cattle producing states: "A vote 
was passed in favor of inspecrion of American meats by the general gov-
ernment on the ground that this would give our meats such a guarantee 
of purity and healthfulness that there would no longer be any excuse for 
restrictions against their importation'inro foreign countries."a< 
Congress passed a general meat inspection act in March, 1891, pro-
viding for pre-slaughter inspecrion of animals, the Cl.rcasses of which were 
to be sold in interstate or foreign trade. At first, inspection and certifica-
tion were available only for dressed beef for export but they were extend-
ed to pork in 1894. In the original act no mention was made concerning 
sanitary conditions under which animals were slaughtered. 
The purpose of the Act of 1891 was essentillly that of promoting 
foreign trade in livestock l!)d melts. Popular agitation stimulated l dec-
ade lacer by Sinclair's The Jungle and by other writers brought pressure 
for extending meat inspection to meat packing esrablishments for the pro-
tection of domestic consumers. More comprehensive regulations govern-
ing meats in interstate commerce are embodied in the Meat Inspection 
Acr of June 30, 1906. Imerestingly, on the same date, the Food and Drug 
. Act was passed extending to foods, drugs lnd medicines a similar set of 
standards of wholesomeness, and prohibitions against adulteration and 
misbranding. 
The consC<Juences of both acts were considered generally prophylactic 
in nature as they provided minimum 5[andards and fo r only the portion 
entering interstate commerce. 28 Trade within scares WlS not affected ex-
cept as individual sraces established similar regulltion. In 1909, it WlS te-
porred that almost 50 percent of the meat consumed in this country was 
uninspected.3 ~ 
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Since then standards of sanitation and minimum requirements for 
wholesomeness have improved and have been extended by states and 
municipalities to almost the entire commercial meat supply. 
B. Markets and Quality Grading of Beef 
Colonial trade in fresh meats remained local and rel arively unimpor· 
rane. It was carried on chiefly dudng the winter slaughtering season be-
cause of the lack of refrigeration. The bulk of the commercial trade was 
packed, pickled or salted beef. 
A clue to the extent of differentiation in live animal quality can be 
obtained from a brief review of prices and praCtices in livestock markets. 
In the eighteenth century the cattle of different localities which were 
driven into the several livestOck markets had established varying reputa-
tions for excellence and were sold accordingly. They were generally sold 
by the head. In some instances, sales were based on a specified measure-
ment of a fixed number of feet around the belly and "$1.00 was added or 
subtracted for every inch over or under this measurement."s 
Beginning of Market Information Service. - With the establish-
ment of livestock markets, a need developed for market repons. Begin-
ning in 1830, weekly marker reports were issued by Boston papers and 
were widely copied in journals serving the territory. Farmers and drovers 
had depended on rumors concerning market ptices and conditions and a 
typical toction was, "exact reports now given are received with confidence 
and are of great importance to the farmers and drovers. "12 
A report for April 3, 1837, quoted prices for beef cattle "extra at 
$9.50; first quality S8.50 to $9.00; second quality $8.00 to S8.50; third 
quality $6.75 to $7.75."H For market reports to be useful some attempt 
must be made to describe the livestock. In this instance of private mark-
et reporting someone undertook to array the quality of the animals into 
categories. While the terms provided some refinement useful for market 
reporring they probably did not apply consistently to the same degree of 
quality over time nor were they uniformly understood by farmers. 
Fattened beef appeared to be a rare item in the marker and called for 
special promotions and notices. In 1794, "the firSt notice of fat beef being 
offered for sale in this market" appeared in New York. The account gives 
the origin of the animal and who had fattened it. n In March, 1810, a 
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butcher 2dverdsed fat ~f from tWO 2nim2ls fed in Orange County, New 
York. Twenty premium c2tde from Mount Vernon, New York, the "best 
ever exhibited" for s21e in New York, were 2dvertised by a leading butcher 
in 1821.~i 
High prices of 21l kinds of provisions after the Wu: of 1812 2rtC2cred 
drovers of curle from long distances ro ostern markets. In 1817 2 drove 
of 100 anle from Ohio arrived in New York. Butchers 2gain reported on 
their excellence and the f2ce thu they had "been mongly fed on corn.":8 
Feeding of beef cattle w:u not a common practice and 2vailability of fed 
beef continued to be recognized as a special event in many localities. 
An annual exhibition staged JUS t before Christmas by Cincinnati 
butchers is indicative of this practice of recognizing "sra11·fed" beef. A 
few days before Christmas "the noble animals which are to grace the 
(butchers') stalls on Christmas eve, ue paraded rhrough the streets deeo-
rated in fine sryle and escorted through the principal streets with bands of 
music 2nd attendant crowds, especially of the infantry."37 
After 1850, cattle were uriving by rail through all seasons of the year 
from the West and market quotations at ostern livestock markets began 
to r-ake account of these movements in prices for cattle of different ter-
ricories. Packed meats from western packers beg2n to arrive in increasing 
volume. 
Quotations on the provisions markets indicate crude grading of pack-
ed beef. The following provision quotation appea.red in the Ccuntry Gmtlt-
man in 18H: "$5.50 @6.12 for country prime; $6.75 @ 7 fat city prime; 
$7.40@6.12 for country mess; $12.50 for repacked. Maine-a new tnde. 
The beef is packed at Porrland, and is good qualiry; $13.25 @ 13.50 for 
repacked Chicago; and $14.25 @ 14.50 for extra do.ttJS Quotations JUS t 
2fter the Civil War crtried simihr designations of packed beef of various 
types with distincrions according ro territory of origin. 
St2ndardized practices in the packing of beef began around 1840 when 
American packed beef was firsr incroduced in England on a rather small 
scale. Exploiting this markec, however, entailed greater attention ro pack. 
ing methods than had heretofore been practiced by fumer-sJaughterers 
and butchers for the domestic trade. T he trade did not develop until 
American suppliers used acceptable standards of packing and beef from 
only the fattest cattle. The entire crtcass except head, feet and shanks was 
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cut imo pieces of 8 pounds cach. These were packed under local inspec_ 
cion in tierees comaining 38 pieces to which were 2.dded the S1it and . 
pickle. These huge casks weighed in excess of 300 pounds. These were 
p:lcked and marked according to "quality" as "prime India beef" or as 
"prime mess beef;" Ihc former was the higher "grade.,,3t The quality dif-
ferentiation was chieAy through packing of sclcaed porrions of the car· 
eass in Ihc respective classific:uions. The higher classifications of packed 
beef C2me from heavier catde :lnd cxclud~ some ponioos of the carcass 
such as the neck and shank. The lower classifications included items nO[ 
packed in the higher classification and the minimum permissible weight 
of c:ntle was Jess.40 
No large snit attempt to trade-mark beef products occurred umil 
more integrared sbughtering and packing operations developed around 
1860. T he beginning of extensive branding in mears is obscure but ap-
parently it became fairly well established for processed and canned mC2t 
products at this time.31 Before this packers were largely agents or dealers 
who obrained carcasses from a number of slaughterers to fill orders. Ad-
ven:ising under brand labels of such items as beef extrut, cured hams, and 
lard appeared in home magazines before 1900.' 
The beginning of national distribution of fresh beef made possible 
by refrigerated transponation led to the growth of branch house methods 
of distribution in large urban centers. One of the major reasons for the 
branch house development was the reluctance on the part of eastern 
wholesalers and brokers to handle western beef. Laws were passed in some 
stares, particularly where butchers had aligned themselves with farmers, 
to allow no meat for sale except that which was inspected before slaugh-
rer by inspectors of that particular state.' In 1885 a major packer estab-
lished an eastern branch house. By 1889 the five major packers were 
operating :;44 branch houses." Meat was shipped from ttmfllll packing 
plantS to the packer branch houses for local distr ibution to retail meat 
dealers. Packers thus owned the products until they passed into the hands 
of retail dealers. T his provided the first opportunity for some simple pro-
duct differentiation on a large scale by packers. 
It appears that the classifications of dtessed meat at this ti me were 
still based l.argely on weight, age, and the territory from which the ani-
mals originated. This practice in classification continued to ha.ve some 
• 
• 
, 
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me2ning in a rough quality diff"erenciuion scheme because breeding of 
animals and feeding practices were more homogeneous within areas than 
among them. No great changes appear in market quotations for beef 
compared to 50 years earlier. For example, the Boston provisions market 
for November 7. 1885, quoted prices for eastern and western beef in 
separate classes, eaci wid} terms such as "premium extra, extr::l 50-ailed, 
good to prime, light to fair, fai r to good."" A price differential existed 
between the e:mern and western beef with western selling at :I. substantial 
discount. After 1890, local provisions quotations hearne increasingly brief 
in che eastern markets reflecting the importance of the branch house de· 
velopment. 
Dressed fresh beef apparently was not branded or marked according 
to qU2lity until late in the 1920s even ehough prices varied considerably 
by quality and its accurate recognition W2S an important tool in trading. 
The development of national distribution of beef through the branch 
house system after 188~ gave the major packers direct contacts with \0C"l1 
butchers and meat retailers. A similar opportunity for contacts with re-
tailers was offered through the extensive car·route system maintained by 
the major packers. Similarly, local slauglm:rers dealt direccly with local 
rcl2ilers. Under these conditions quality identification by brand was prob-
ably thought not to be essential by either salesmen or buyers. 
General classifications. however, existed in the wholesale dressed beef 
trade. The broad classifications of westerns, natives, fe d Mexican, fed 
Texas, and pulp fed cartle carcasses were in co.mmon use. Some further 
qU2lity distinctions were made in mOSt markets such as extras, prime, 
choice, good, fair, common. These terms, however, had different meanings 
on the various markets. T he relative proportions marketed of each of 
these classifications varied widely .by season. In a given season of the year an 
entire classification would not be available.8 
The impact of improvement in breeding, feeding, and managemenc 
of catde was gradual. Ie was not until the war.s~mulated demand of 1914-
18 that a fair degree of uniformity of fed cattle began to appear, seasonal-
ly. Cattle feeding operations became more specialized and 2n increasing 
proportion of the feeding operations passed to professional cattle feeders 
as contrasted to general farmers.44 Under the stimulus of high prices cat· 
de fattened largely on grass at ages ranging from tWO to four years grad. 
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ually gave way [Q increased grain feeding. Therefore, the old grass and 
special arca classifications were rendered less useful by the early 1920s. 
T he tendency coward greater uniformity and less extreme variations in the 
makeup of the catde marketings at different seasons of the year was a 
prerequisite for a uniform grading system to be useful nationally all sea-
sons of the year. Even today a marked seasonal pattern cxists in the mark-
etings of catde of different grades bue it is much less extreme than 
formerly. 
Swife and Company is said to have begun experimenting with a grad-
ing system in 1922 which final ly evolved a year Iacer in grade classifia-
cions using a number sequence rather than descriptive terms. n Smith of 
Swift and Company fel t that descriptive terms which became ordered or 
ranked in practice would be detrimental [Q the sale of grades carrying 
terms denoting inferiority. He further pointed out chat it was not until 
the quality of beef cattle became more uniform throughout the season 
thar beef packers introduced branded beef. It was not until 1927 afrer the 
inieial success of marking federal grades that a packer stamped a quality 
brand on dressed beef.46 However, packers apparently did not advenise 
their bed brands extensively at first and it was not until 1935 that a na-
tional packer advertised his dressed beef brands in a nacional maga-
zine.H. 48 
Some of the major packers objected co the first tentative United 
States Standards for beef carcasses on the grounds chac beef could not be 
successfully sorted into as many as seven grades.H However, the modest 
success of the federal grading service led to efforts by the Institute of 
American Meat Packers to develop a system of beef grading. A committee 
of the Institute first recommended a set of standards in 1930, which w:l.S 
revised in 1935. ~o The grading of all dressed beef inca four classes-steers, 
heifers, bulls and scags, and cows-was proposed. Within each class ten 
groupings or grades were provided to account for gradations in conforma-
tion, quality and finish. The grades were designated in a numerical se-
quence, ° through 9, with the low numbers indicating the highest grade. 
The early objections of some packers that beef could nOt be graded into 
as many as seven classes appear to have been ill-founded. 
Since 1930, there have been essentially ewo grade systems for carcass 
beef in this country-the federal grade standard and the packer grade sys-
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tern as developed by the institute of Meat Packers. In both systems, until 
recent years, the grades were applied largely to the better finished beef 
carcasscs. The other carcasses were generally merchandised ungraded or 
unbranded. 
DEVElOPMENT OF FEDERAL BEEF STANDARDS 
Grades for Markel News. 
Federal grades of beef were one of many developments generated in 
the early twemieth century by the demands of producers for market "re-
forms." The demand appears co have derived from a realization that the 
market system of the general economy had changed. But the forces le:.td-
ing to their devdopment were often diverted and were at times inactive 
through a period of 2~ years beginning in 1900. 
The dynamic mnsition from a largely subsistence agriculrure to com-
mercial agriculture, the migration of farm produce processing from farm 
to factory, the growth of urban markets, the extension of transportation 
facilities and the expansion of domestic and foreign commerce after the 
Civil War created problems of adjustment in almost every phase of eco-
nomic activity. One of the problems cre:.tted, though belatedly recognized 
by moSt farmers, was that the new economic org:mizacion produced a very 
complex marketing process for their products. To some it appeared that a 
new group of men had wrested control of the marketing of their productS. 
For over a quarter of a century the major preoccuJ»tio.n seemed co be con· 
cerned with le:.tming the role of the distributors and processors in the new 
market system. D uring the period from 1895-1920, livestock producers 
and the public generally held that the large meat J»ckers were exploiting 
both producers and beef consumers. During this period the packers came 
under scrutiny of the government for illegal combination and monopol-
listic control of prices and alleged unsanitary conditions under which meat 
processing W:l.S done."· ~I 
< 
, 
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The first comprehensive study of marketing problems in agriculture 
was chat undertaken by the United States Industrial Commission. :l. spe-
dal commission established by Congress in June, 1898.53 The report de-
scribed the distributive system for agricultural products in detail and also 
attempted [0 determine the shares of the consumers' price which went to 
producers and distributors in marketing for a number of farm commodi-
ties. 
The report described cattle production and feeding ar(':2.S and pointed 
out areas where increased feeding was taking place and hence better beef 
was in prospecr. However, the report does not suggest any further prog-
ress 2t sundudiution of classification or grade terms except to recognize 
territories from which vuious "kinds" of c:ude originated.~3 
The first major study specifiC2l1y of the bet:f industry, undertaken 
ag2in ac the behest of Congress, dC':2 lt with prices of cattle and dressed 
beef, the margins between cattle and dressed beef, and :m analysis of the 
profits of the beef packing industry.54 While the report was primarily an 
investigation of the competitive :l.spects of the " Big Six," some insights 
were obuined on the nature of sundardization of Jive cattle and beef. 
During the first and second decades of this century a number of sute 
experiment sutions began studies of methods and COStS of marketing par-
ticu!2c commodities. Undoubtedly spurred by consumer interest, similar 
studies wece sponsored in some: of the larger cities by special commis-
sions.~~ There were diverse opinions in Congress and elsewhere as to whar 
might be accomplished or how market problems might be approached. 
The noteworthy work on market classes and grades of livestoCk md mC':2ts 
at the Illinois Experiment Station was the only serious effort to obtain 
standardization of terms and classifications. ~~ 
In resp::mse to continued demands f~r emphasis on problems of dis-
tribution in agriculture, Congress appropriated funds in 1914 to begin 
such work in the United States Department of Agriculture. The Office 
of Markets and Rural Organization was establ ished to caery on resC':2rch 
in marketing and distribution. Among the concerns of the Office of 
M2rkets was the esublishment of a market reporting service as one means 
to improve efficiency in marketing.H It is interesting thar the first effortS 
in the area of marketing of meat products were in obuining price infor-
mation pertaining to meat trade so the livestock market conditions could 
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b~ interpr~t~d. Such informnion was obta i n~d in five major ciri~s begin. 
ning in 1916. Ir was not until 1918 thar livestock market pric~s wer~ first 
issued.'9 
Demond for Market News Service Acc elerates Work on Grade 
Standards. 
At the outS~t , this ventur~ of a national price reponing servic~ con-
fronced th~ Departm~nt with problems in interpreting th~ variety of class 
and gI1l.d~ designations th~n in us~. The sicuation was nor gready diff~r~nt 
from that in the case of the Brighton Liv~stock Ma[k~t in the ~ighceenth 
century. 
A mark~t r~poning s~rvic~ on prices and quantiries would be inef-
fe<:tiv~ without uniformity in classific2tion and grade tecms and similar 
int~rpretation by all parti~5 in the market_ Private mark~r sheers published 
by various mark~c agencies and newspapers had been wdl establish~d ae 
most major markers around 1880.'9 But each of th~se used t~rms that had 
grown in usage at th~ particular markets. Prerequisite to a national report-
ing service was the srandardization of terms and uniformity in classifica-
non. 
In initiating this work the Department rdied heavily on th~ s~ries of 
studies 2t (h~ University of Illinois on mark~t classification and grades of 
livt$tock and me:lrs that had been published in the period 1901-1910. The 
Illinois workers approached this problem through extensive investigation 
of tracl~ practices at the Union Stockyards and meat slaughtering plants 
in rhe Chicago nea. Th~ task in formulating and sifting out a set of 
stand2rcls from th~ curr~nt classification practices of th~ trade is indicated 
m the following quontion from Professor Mumford's bull~tin.$1 
Th~ task uncl~rtaken is not an easy on~. Some of the perplexities 
are: First, th~ somewhat variable nacur~ of the differ~nt c1ass~s and 
grad~s due ro variations in quality, condition, and visible supply of 
cattle, and the activity in the dr~s~ be~f trade; second, the difficulty 
of accurately describing anim21s typic21 of rhe various grades; third, 
th~ difficulty of securing photographs of averag~ types r~pr~s~nting 
the market grades; 2nd fourth, a lack of uniformity in the classifica-
tion of the various mark~t grades of C2ttle and in the US~ of rerms by 
chose intrusted with s~lIing, buying, 2nd reporcing the catde market. 
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Different agricultural journals have different ways of reporting the 
market, while: the S2me terms are nor uniformly used in the same re-
pon: in referring ro rhe same gr2des of carde. ~ ; 
A larer bulletin dealing with market classes and grades of mOl fol-
lowed a similar approach in wresting a ser of standuds from the chaotic 
trade praccice.n Hall suggested a very comprehensive standard for all 
classes of carcass and wholesale: beef. His st2ndard used descriptive terms 
simi12r ro those used by Mumford in his earlier work on live animal 
gr:ildes. The terms : Pri me, Choice, Good, Med ium and Common were 
used as grade design:ilt ions indicating gradations in the degree of finis h 
2nd conform:ation. Both authors SCt aside for sped:al classification the at-
de design:ilted as Texas, Western, Distillery, etc., recognizing the appar-
ent importance and persistence of these terms in rhe trade at rhal time. 
These early studies then fo rmed the basis for the first market news 
reporting service for both meat :ilnd live animals. It is interesting to note 
that the sandards recommended by the workers :at the University of Il-
linois found their first use in attempting to provide :a national price re-
porting service. T he trade did not use these standards in regular com-
mercial trade. They were only used as guides in specifications for filling 
bed contacts for some of the major stomship lines :ilnd by the purchas-
ing departments of 2 number of federal and state public instirutions.~· 
The Depurment continued work on bro2dening the foundation of 
the origin:ill investig1ltion by Illinois and in 1923 issued tentative national 
standards for carcass beef. After some revision they were included in a 
bulletin :announcement in 1924.u Only slight modifications are apparent 
in the specification and terms compared to the original proposal by H211 
of lllinois in 1910. 
Grades for Reta il and Wholesale Trading' 
The muking of official U.S. gades on carcass beef was commenced 
in 1927 :H rhe requesr of rhe Better Beef Association. The story of the 
complex, and often colorful, personalities in the sauggle to obain carcass 
grlding contrasts drlmuially with the non<ontroversi2l evolution of live 
grades for price reporting purposes. 
A review of the economic, political, and humln factors behind the 
first marking of federal grades of beef shows thlt the impact of grading 
'TIl .. ",""ion i. oak ... frQtn ),iiuo~riJoum.J "'per No. ~,. by V. James Rhodes." A more in":nsi~ "tal· 
mtn. of .h" ptrtinolu episod ..... kl •• 0 be: jUlfilied by .he prco<n' urn"". "'mplen: I •• k of published L'IlI· 
"' 
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is so intertwined with other institurional aspects of our market structure 
as to render economic amlysis exceedingly difficult. 
The Pionter Promotjon.-Any record o f the le2clers of grade mark-
ing must surely place Alvin H. Sanders, Edi[Qe of the Brew:kr; Gautte, :H 
the head of the list, Slnders' long and fervenc camp:lign in the columns 
of his paper and throug h individual contact with livestock le1clers was 
undoubtedly the chief individU:il1 contribution to the marking of federal 
gndes. PUl doxic211y, Sanders was not inceres[ed in grades in the ~gin. 
ning, and W2S morc inclined to favor priv:ue th:!.n government gnclt's, 
Sanders' primary motivation appe2rs many rimes in his editorials. He 
wished to promote an incte2sed demand for well·bred and wdl·fed beef 
which would increase the derived demand for purebred beef cattle.n . n. 14 
Thus, he was able to rehte his campaign very direcdy co t he economic 
and sentimental imerests of many o f his readers and associates. 
It is probably more than coincidental that Sanders ' concern co in· 
crease the demand for better bet;f should devdop in the agricultural re· 
cession o f the early 1920s. Highly finished catde were particularly penal. 
ized relative co other qualities in much of the 1924-26 period.u Demand 
for purebred animals was in the doldrums;l4· ••. IT. n . U all som of "radi-
cal" farm reform measures were being proposed; and agret:mem was gen-
eral that actions mUSt be taken to res tore agriculture's purchasing power. 
As a promoter and officer of the International Exposition and a life-long 
exponent of purebred qua.lity, Sanders probably had several senti mental 
values threatened by the times. While Sanders apparendy did ROt share 
the fa ith in the benefits of marketing reform shown by many, he could 
believe in a private campaign which would strengthen institutio ns and 
ideas which he had venerated fo r a lifetime. 
Sanders' cenrral argument rarely varied from the foll owing: many 
consumers-the more well-to-do ones, especially-would buy better quali-
ty beef if they knew how ro get it. But many eating places and retailers 
do nOt carry high quality a.nd/or sd l very poor qua.liry mea.c instead. The 
argument va.ried over time in the color with which it was enunciared and 
the remedies suggested. 
Sanders chose to dramatize the alleged inferior cati ng qualities of 
leaner beef wi th the terms "tiger-meat" or "cat-meat." " That splendid 
Siberian tiget ar the other end of the row (in Lincoln Park Zoo} has 
• 
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fangs dlln v.'Ould Wllfant his doing his shopping with any ordinary Ameri-
can retailer of beef. But what can compar2tiveiy weak hum:m teeth and ' 
jaws do with the super-tough red, lean stuff that is commonly vended in 
meat·shops ? The fact that it is bought in such quantities, ro the exclu-
sion of the rich, tender corn-fed article, is the underlying trouble with 
cornbelt farming."'o 
Somedmes, the "cat· meat" term was applied to dairy animals and 
scrub beef, but as the campaign accelerated the term came to mean al-
most all beef except that type now graded Prime. T he "cat-meat" term 
caught the fancy of many interested in the matter and appeared many 
times in the Bmtkr'J Gautu and in other livestock publications. It seems 
probable th.at this phase of his campaign did much to develop and solidify 
populu ideas as to the rdltionship between beef pal2cability and litctors 
like breeding and degree of fatness. "That is the lesson the public needs 
to learn: the lesson th2t wand beef is necessarily poor beef."Tl 
The remedy Sanders proposed was 2n educational campaign among 
the buyers for e:l.ting places and then among consumers. He was able to 
introduce several railroads ro the presumed public relations advantages of 
buying prize show cattle at the Intern2tion2l Exposition. T2. 13. 74 He pub-
licized the "red ink menu" as a proper and fitting way to inform hotd 
and restaurant customers chat the royal privilege of eating steak from 
prime, show-carrie beef could be purchased.H , a He strongly criticized 
the New York Central Railroad when their red-inked menu appeared em-
bellished with [he pharo of the head of a Jersey cow!" Sanders enrhusi-
asticaHy supported meat exhibits and pOSters designed to show the dif-
ference in visual appearance between prime beef and "tiger" meat.H The 
National Live Stock and Meat Board was asked whether its new consumer 
radio progr2m in Glifornia would teach the superiority of prime beef or 
"the same old continental European Story of how to make a b:mquet OUt 
of a few bones and a dash of 'cat_meat'."" 
By mid-192 5, Ediror Sanders began to suggest char {he government 
might be able to work out some system of "tagging meat" for what it 
was. He reported that Dr. Mohler, Chief of (he Bureau of Animal Indus-
rry, enthusiastically agreed with the tagging idea. Sanders suggeSted that 
letters of interested readers would be sympathetically received by Jardine, 
Secretary of Agriculture.so. II, U The purposes of the "tags" were to simp. 
' [wo in original. 
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lify buyer education and-much more important-to discourage the un-
scrupulous retailer from selling cbeap beef as expensive beef.8 3 
In November, 1925, the telling t<':rm "Bener Beef" first appeared as 
applied to Sanders' campaign and the first comribution fo r a promotional 
organization was receivro from a Missouri County Agent.8< 
There was onc other noteworthy promotional effort in this area prior 
to the organization of the first "Better Beef" committees in early 1926. 
A drive begun by O. M. Plummer of Oregon became known as the 
"truth-in-meats" campaign. n . 8 ~. 8a The truth-in-meats people had the 
same critical attitude toward consumer knowledge of and recail ethics con-
cerning beef quality as did Sanders. However, as western producers of 
medium to good quality beef, they were less than willing to deSignate 
their product as "tiger" meaL Rather, this group was concerned with dif· 
ferentiating their product from "scrub" beef and from dairy catrle. In par-
ticuhr, the droves of dairy cattle slaughtered in the TB eradication drives 
of the eady '20's damaged their market and aroused their concern.B6. 81 
What were the roles of the U. S. Department of Agriculture and the 
National Live Stock and Meat Board in promoting federal grading, "Bet-
ter Beef," and "truth-in-meats?" While these agencies from the beginning 
were very cooperative, it appears doubtful that either provided noteworthy 
leadership in initiating the popular movements, although they made im-
portant contributions to the movement_ 
The Meat Board showed an early interest in grading as indicated by 
a resolution of general approval in June, 1925. 88 This resolution probably 
should be linked with the Board's support of BAE surveys of the retail 
meat trade in 1924 and 1925 and the resolution in 1924 calling for a study 
of factOrs affecting meat quality. No evidence was found to suggest who 
were the leaders in these Board actions nor what were their specific moti-
vations. The Board's interests in recailing, meat quality, and grading ap-
pear to have been natural consequences of the Board's purposes, as staced 
in its first report: "education of the consumer in the true facts about 
meat and the conducting of new and important investigations inco the 
nutritious value and marketing problems of the basic food."89 
While results of the cooperative meat quality investigations were not 
available in time to affect the Becrer B~ef movement, findings of the Bu-
reau of Agricultural Economics studies of retail tcade and meat consumers 
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were made available in eady 1926 and were published as th ree bulletins 
later that year.90.91.92 The 1926 Board report nored highlights of the 
BAE conclusions and emphasized that "deception. substitution and mis-
representation in the sale of meat by a small percentage of dealers was 
found to be one of the major factors which is harmful to the industry in 
general, and legislation probably will be required to correer these prac-
tices."ss Housewives were reported to emphasize the importance to them 
of meat palatability. 
At least one of the conclusions appears to have over-strained the data 
a bit. It was claimed that great consumer ignorance was shown by the 
fact that 50 percent of the housewives said their retailers handled either 
the "beSt or very good quality" meat, which was obviously wrong-in the 
researcher's opinion-since only about 9 percent of the nation's beef sup-
ply was of the top cwo grades which were the "best" and the "very good" 
quality mears. The 23 to 24 percent gross margins of an overcrowded and 
rarher archaic rerail meat industry also received anendon.88 The President 
of the American Hereford Journal Co. saw the truth-in-mears campaign 
as the solution of the "wicked waSte" in retailing.sa It was an unpleasant 
new era in American agriculture and nothing needed reforming as badly 
as middlemen. 
Lloyd Tenny, C. V. Whalin, B. F. McCarthy and W. C. Davis of 
BAE were all enthusiasts for grades of farm products.6o . 9 • . 9~ However, 
aS,ide from a few articles published in catclemen's and retailers' maga-
zines9 6• 9~. 98. 99. 100. 101 and a few grading demonstrations to large buy-
erslO~ chere is no evidence that chese men played important leadership 
roles in the Better Beef movement. 
Although the grading service was not in the Bureau of Animal Indus-
try until 1939, rhe BAT Chief, Dr. John Mohler, was a minor participant 
in the Better Beef campaign. Editor Sanders quored a Iener from MohJer 
on June 11, 1925,103 praising Sanders' editorials, and saying chat his Bu-
reau was preparing a postet for consumer education on b~ef quality. A 
full-page black and white reproduction of this large color poscer later ap-
peared approving marbling as the guide to tender and juicy lxef. 10• Sanders 
qUOted Mohler as observing that all forms of successful marketing eventu-
ally involve grading. 
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Both BAE and BAr contributed co the prevailing confidence that 
adequate knowledge was already possessed to label beef for consumers as 
to eating quality. The fact chat both agencies were cooperating with the 
Meat Board and many experiment sr:uions in research designed to remedy 
admittedly grcat deficiencies in knowledge about beef quality and palata-
bility apparently deterred few. 
"Consumers must learn the lesson that very lean beef is always rough 
beef, and that the muscular tissues of animals arc made tender and fully 
flavored only by the presence of plenty of fat," W. C. Davis wrote in 
March, 1926.9t "Neither sound teech nor a keen appetite can make com· 
mon beef taste like good or choice beef," wrote Mohler in J uly, 1925.1O~ 
Grades were definitely "producer-oriented" in ehe sense that the pro-
moters were primarily concerned with benefits jor producen.e H owever as 
the foregoing statements of Sandets indicare, some of these promOters 
were aware that in order eo derive benefits for producers, grades muse 
have meaning in terms of consumer acceptability. There was wishful ex-
tension of some results of experience andlor research into an overstrong 
case for the relationship of consumer acceptability to grades. There was 
some injection of the gratuitous assumption that whatever costS more to 
produce must be better. 'OG • IO~ There was evidence of a superiority tone 
inferring consumer objection to fat beef was due to ignorance. 
The poine is that rather than a denial thac grades muse bear some 
relation to consumer wantS, there was, instead, rhe ready rationalization 
that the existing grades-wants relationship actually was one which would 
also gready benefit midwestern breeders and f~ders . It is in these special 
and divergent senses that grades were both producer and consumer ori-
ented. Ir should be added that packers indicated some apparently honest 
doubts about this grade-quality thesis before grading became an issue.'os. 
' .. 
Organization of the Better Beef Association.-Commiccees had 
b~n organized and "permanent" organizations founded to solve far smaller 
agricultural issues than the Better Beef issue had grown to be. Thus ie 
was that John Clay of the John Cby and Co. commission firm and presi-
dent of ehe Chicago International Exposition formed a committee repre-
senting the Internarional to study the problem. At the call of Editor 
Sanders, who was also vice-president of the International, the committee 
-'I: is , or mJtse, pnnun ly lh. producer one! only socond1,ily ,he ",,,.urn« or pdm. boof in whom ,he Ganlt 
is ;"teres,ed in COIln«t;"" lIIi ,h irs figh' on 'co"""",,''' Sa.rukr'. odirorioJ." 
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met in Chicago, April 27, 1926, wirh representatives of the three bed 
breed associations [Q consider the formation of a Better Beef Com mit-
cee.72. "0 At that meeting a committee of five! was appointed to plan the 
organization of a permanent body to further the promotion of the Better 
Beef ptogram."O• I •• Another committee of three headed by the respected 
New York breeder and financier, Oakleigh T horne, began an investiga-
tion of the "grading and distribution of prime beef in all leading domestic 
markets . ..... . ",)1 
Secretary J ardine, after meeting with Oakleigh T horne, offered on 
June 3 to stamp beef grades free of charge to all packers operating under 
Federal supervsion, beginning July 1, at request' of packer."2. "'.'" 
J ardine's offer accelerated the organizational process. Plans for a berter 
Beef Convenrion at Kansas City were quickly made.'n. m 
At the Kansas City Better Beef Convention, July 22 and 23, 1926, 
the cattlemen were outnumbered by representatives from livestock mar-
kets, packing companies, railroads, agricultural organizations, Colleges, 
USDA, N LS and MB, agricultural press, and others. The 200-member 
group heard the points of view of many speakers and elected a nine-mem-
ber Board of Directors.b • 113. IlS. 117. liS Plans were made to incorporate in 
Illinois as the National Becrer Bed Committee. It was reported that one 
of the pioneer workers in the grading area, Louis D. Hall of Illinois, 
would be the executive secretary with headquarters in Chicago.'· Ill. 119. 
110. Ul 
Reconciling the Industry Conjlicts,-The individual competition of 
thousands of cattlemen with each other is normally of a very impersonal 
and even friendly nature, since the market action of a single individual 
has no discernible impact upon the welfare of the group. T he horizontal 
competition among a few groups of cattlemen who are related as to the 
quality of cattle they produce, andlor their production areas, loses irs large 
'Th~ commi""," consi"ed of B. H. Heide .nd W. W. Wrigh' of ,he ince,n"ion.l. F .. nk W. H.rding of the 
Shorthorn B,.ed.,,· As.soci"ion . W. H. Tomh.ve of 'he ... bcrde..,·An8us 8=&.,,' Auod,,;on, .nd R. J. 
Kinzer of <he Hereford B'eed.,,· A.sodar;on. 
rn. s..a.:"'Y opedied ,Iu, ~Prime No. A , '· .nd ~Choice No. \" couJd be l<.mpoed even if nO '«iu"" fo, 
"''''ping I.,... .. 81"1<1 ... '" 
~$I; included Thoene. Sat>ckn, Tomhov •. H"din8. Kin.".n<! ,00 W. Bbyn.y (0 Denver p • .<kcr), R. M. 
Klcbtrg (mon'8"r of King R.nch '00 p< .. idm, of ,h~ Texu."d Sou,hw,,", .. n 0",1. hu.,,· A,,,,,iorioo). 
A. C. Sh.lknbc'8"r (Nob .. ,h Co"&rtU<n>.n ond Shorthorn breed«), ond W. J. Tod (KoIW, c."le breeder 
1I\d ittdcr. 
'The obscnce of cove .. ge of ,hi. m=ing 11\& of the .0 .. 1 mo.-emen, by ,b. gen~ .. l fum press i. fur:her ."i· 
dcnc. c£ .he limi~ producer group involved. 
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group impersonality and tends to stimulate political conflicts. Likewise, 
vertical competition between the producer of cattle and the meat packer 
and meat retailer is conducive to political conflice.1n 
Conflicr bervieen producer group interests began to be felt at the first 
committee meeting on April 27, 1926. R. J Kinzer and John Painter of 
rhe Hereford Association insisted that rhe promotional campaign muse be 
supported by a grading and stamping scheme to assure consumers rhat 
they were getting the <juality being promoted. l . 9g,ln The usefulness of 
grading as \~ promotional aid was fairly readily accepted, but the further 
plea of the H<!reford representatives for grading all qualities of beef was 
not accepted. In 
Conflict betw~n the Midwestern breeder and the W estern producer 
became more evident at Kansas City. The "Bener Beef" group (Eastern 
and Midwestern breeders) desired an organization to promote the Prime 
and Choice grades which S("cretaty Jardine stood ready to stamp. The 
"truth·in-meats" group (W estern catclemen) demanded grading of all bed 
and a promotional campaign which did not discriminate against their 
beef. In short, each group viewed grading as a device for product differen-
tiation and promotion. The W estern group admitted chat their cattle were 
not tOP quality beef (for lack of feeding, not of breeding) buc they in· 
sisted that they be differentiated from "common" beef and dairy carcas· 
ses. ,05. 113. IN The Aberdeen Angtl.! journal sided with Sanders and editori· 
alized chat "beef is either prime or it is not prime." U5. la Registered 
Angus cattle were very largely concencrated in the North Central region 
and in the East at this rime, while Herefords were found more generally 
in the Southwest and Wesc. U1 The American HtrefordJournal became a 
spokesman of the western group. Kleberg reported that on arrival ac the 
Kansas City Convention he found that "this meeting had decided before 
it opened thac the twO top grades of beef should be graded not consider· 
ing che other.'·H28. 129 However, the mark.a1I.grades·sentiment apparendy 
carried the day at Kansas City.1I3 Oakleigh Thorne stated ac the De 
Moines meeting of directors on August 28 that no director at thac time 
wished to limit grading to the top 2 or 3 grades. Thorne added, however, 
that the Board members did not favor marking cutter or below and that 
they thought that it might not be practicable to mark the lower grades 
uncil a demand deveioped.'05.130 
'W. C. o..vis of BAE "''' m.king e>$en,i.lly ,he .. ".. ugumem [0 ,.,.;] group> at this time. 
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T he Board of the Beuer Beef Association then performed a rather 
extr:aordinary about-face of drafting a bill fo r compulsory gr:ading of all 
beef in November and agreeing with packer representatives in December 
to the voluntary grading and marking of the tOP twO grades:.' 131. In 
133. U t W hether the November action was taken to satisfy the westttn 
interests andlor intimidate the packers or indicated the genuine desires of 
rhe majoriry of the Board is not den. The Hmford j ournal editor argued 
[h:l.[ the December agreement showed the re:l.l incerests of the m:l.joriry of 
the Bencr Beef Association Bo:l.td, and ded:l.ted chat the fight for com-
pulsory grading of all beef must go on. m C. M. O 'Doncl, retiring presi-
dent, and R. M. Kleberg at the next convention of AmeriC:l.n National 
Live Stock Associ:uion after the December :l.grecmcnt both spoke in Dvor 
of compulsory grading of :l.1I beef'''' In Contrast, Sanders dec1:1.ted in 
November that "The Ga%ttlt does not subscribe to the proposition that 
rhe success of rhe 8c:tter Beef movement hinges entirely upon the instal· 
htion of government gr:l.ding."'H Smders was undersundably enthusi:l.stic 
:l.bout the December :l.greement co label voluncarily the tWO tOp gudes 
and called fo r a vigorous promotional effort. lit 
The conflict was actually thrtt-sided. The packers were extremely cool 
to any kind of grading and, of course, found the compulsory grading bill 
more objectioo:l.ble than the voluntary-two-top-grades proposition. A lit-
de grading was done for rhe Pennsylv:l.nia Railroad dining ar dep:!.rtment 
ae4-fer--seme other institutional and retail buyers after the July 1, 1926, 
offer of Jardine, l. 131. 13. but it became obvious :l.t the Kansas City Con-
vention that rhe packers were reluctant to accept grading. V. H. Mun-
necke, Armour vice-president, argued at Kansas City th:u all c:l.!casscs 
have to be sold, that the packer attempts to place every arcass where its 
parricubr degree of '!uality will bring the most money; therefore, beef is, 
in effect, graded :l.1read y. Some people do not like those Dt rep grades, 
Mu~necke added,m. '" The packers' position at Kansas City was we:!.ken-
ed by the parcicubr state of the market.'" 
'For a drt.!t .,.d dis<uooion of ,he ptopolC'd bill. o<c Hm{twJ p.nuI''' .tId &wMrJ G."",u. ". Aftc, "'101"" 
<ion. fmm D«<D'Ib<r 6 '" 16.. ~ ci rtpreotnwi....s of ~ and of !he Betttt Bed t.uori>tion ob-
a.ir>cd paclo:< """""' .... b., on~ Tn: upt" i .... n,.1 period .0 <1"""- on d~r pri"" Ii". p,.;"", .,.d Choice 
........ M' .... ~ .. -..I '0 ~ availtble .h .... twO".doI.hen ~.<d.'" 
'Tho Von Gelckr M.o.ket of Brookl,n which began ""in • .....-..... n.,....x. 'I" Sep.embe. I~, 1926., .... ~ 
pomdly the fill, r=iI ... o do 10. Dr f~bN.". IW7. obou. 040 fCI',n ... in .he ~ew YOl k City II ....... ~ 
J'O,,<dI, b..,inl vade " amptd beer.r", ". 
MAnnour presiden., f. Ed.on White. n,d <SIller """It en Stnd ... ,h .. ,he <OM~t:l .. and no. ,ne produce. i. 
me j~e of'luoliry md .ha. tnlny <O'lIum.,.. do nOl .... n' IuS" .mOllnts of far .... 
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The sparks of the producer-packer conflict were not noticeab~y fanned 
by any general anti-packer sentiment. T he retailer was the culprir. Even 
though (he Narional Association of Retail Meat De;l.iers supported grad-
ing, there was general agreement that there were many dealers engaged 
in qualicy misrepresemarion.'OG. !13. 141 
Nor was there an outright refusal of the packers to grade at the 
Kansas City meeting. 142 Perhaps the editor of the HerefordJournal was 
correct in claiming the packers were simply delaying uncll the whole 
movement faded away.IIJ There was only one minor mention of grading 
(it ClnnOt be done and would nor help prices if it could) in the National 
ProviJioner reports of the October, 1926, convention of the Institute of 
American Meat Packers, which suggestS that packers were nor overly im-
pressed with the magnitude of the Betcer Beef movement.'H T he com-
pulsory grading bill of November arouscd more packer attention and was 
attacked by Wenrworrh of Armour in an arricle, which argued that the 
bill would not accomplish its admittedly commendable purposes. His ob-
Jccnons were: 
(1) Beef grades cannot be uniform nacionwide because choice quality 
for St. Louis or Los Angeles consumers is much less than choice 
for New Yorkers. 
(2) The small proportion of consumers who will pay for high quality 
beef are doing so already. 
(3) Stigmatizing medium qualities with a mediocre gr:tde rag will re-
duce their salability. 
(4) There would still be confusing and irritating price variation with-
in grades. 
(5) The bill does not prevent retailer misrepresentation of quality. 
(6) The government would obrain more concrol of one of our most 
fundamental industries.'H 
None of these arguments were particularly persuasive to most of 
those wirhin the Bener Beef movement. Howevcr, the argumem that 
gr:tde marking would hurt the sale of lower grades was of first-rate con-
cern to Western producers. 
Quite obviously all three parties in this trianglar conflict saw through 
a glass darkly as to the economic consequences of chis untried grade mark-
ing schone. Our present inability after th ree decades of experience to do 
much betcet should temper our appraisal of their arguments. 
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Early Days 0/ Gradt Branding.-An essenti:ll fC:lrure of the De-
cember. 1926, pKt between (he Better Beef AssociHion and the packer 
representatives was fh:l f buyer requesrs for graded beef would be promoted 
through a special program in the Nadonal Live Stock and Me:lt Board. 
A. T. Edinger on le2ve from BAE took vigorous charge of the promotion. 
Contact.s were m:lde wirh buyers for eHing pl:lces and with retailers; 
thousands of explanatory bulleti ns :lnd posters were distributed; rlldio 
calks were m:lde to consumers. 12Q• "5 .... In the first ye2r :lbout ~oo re-
cailers in 200 cities signified a desire to feature the government sump.w 
Grade marking was begun on May 2, 1927; its popularity grew slow-
ly but steadily.D. 120. "I . .... I~O. IH Only an insignific:lnt proportion of 
[he total beef supply was gnded the fim few yew;, but the gnded pro-
ponion of the top twO gndes W2S size2ble. L ~2 '/m By the last six months 
of 193:; , some 24 percent of:l1l federally inspected Prime, Choice, and 
Good gtade steer :tnd heifer carasses ~.= federally gnded, which vnount-
ed to 7 percent of all federally inspected carcasses. ' " The Hm/ord journat 
editor felt that progress was painfully slow and doubeed in April, 1929, if 
a single cut of government g!2ded beef could be found in a Kansas City 
recail shop.'U The better prices for Prime and Choice a ttle in 1927 w~e 
probably much more an effect of a 22 percent decline in receipts of chose 
cattle than of :lny grade-stimulated increase in demand.a • However, this 
price up-turn helped Sanders :lnd rhe midwestern group to see the early 
days of gn.ding in a much more favorable light rhan the western pro-
ducers.,n. I ~a 
The major packers paid governmenc grading the high compliment of 
imiudon, beginning with Swift 3 ~ months after government branding 
gOt under way. Ingwersen of Swift credited the grading experience as a 
primary factor in thei! decision to private brand.n ' S:tnders greeted the 
Swift announcement enthusi:lstically while Hazelton of the HmJord Jour-
nat characterized it as a mon key wrench thrown into rhe m:lchinery of 
government grading. u,. IU. 121 
Packer grading caught on rapidly; all the Big Four packers institured 
private b!2nds by the end of the year."o As of M:l)' 1,1929, rhe equiva-
lent of 148,67~ carcasses had been br:lnded privately :lS compared to 
110.800 branded with government grades. 'u Packers began marking a 
third grade in June, 1930, and Armour added:l fourth grade in Januuy, 
1932. III. 1$2 Tbe volume of C:lrcasscs m:lrked in the third packer grade in 
"Th~ "'t. i, 8en<:n.lly ttta,<d 11 th< be,ionio, nf ",do mllkinp 'l'hDIIlh it d=l~ ;. no,. ,ince ,,,mped 
bod" ... in rtt2iI .." .... me pt"<"'iau. 1=. 
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1931 considenbly exceeded the wrll number of firsr lind second grade.a2 
The Betrer Beef Associldon. che !eliding packers. lind the USDA agreed 
in early 1928 (0 mark "Good" grade!6 Sanders viewed chis change with 
foreboding and commented chat Good is not literally good and th :Lt it 
"means only :lS much :I.S the l:l~l No.3 would mean.''' u Th:lt Good is 
coday's Choice grade. It is hudly surprising thu H2zelton approved the 
extension to Good gr:lde :lnd repeated his desire to obr2in compulsory 
8nding. ' <14 
The old charges that grading was unworkable had largely disappeued. 
Packing personnel displayed consideuble enthusiasm for grades and 
brands. I SO However, large lnd small packers mher speedily developed dif-
ferin~ preferences for priV2te bnnds :lnd fedef21 gndcs_ resptttively.'6) 
Although large bargaini ng power had nor yet developed on the buying 
side. the present-day lttirudes of p:1ckers had begun to develop. 
The Better Beef Associ:lcion is IlSt mentioned as l cooperating agency 
by the National Live Stock and Meat Board Report of June, 1930.1$' Pre· 
sum:lbly, with its purposes brgdy accomplished and then with its foun-
ders awash in the flf gte2ter problems of (he Grellt Depression, the Better 
Beef Associ:lrion W2S discontinued. The Association's successes compare 
favonbly with those of limited and special purpose farm organizations. 
later Grade Changes 
The official standuds have been revised periodically. A July 1, 1939, 
:l.mcndment provided for beef produced from steers, heifers wd cows to be 
gnded on a single standard. Since dl beef eligible for a given grade was 
considered similar, the consumer could make his selection on the basis of 
grade name without reference to the sex of the animals. A provision was 
m:l.de. however, for recording sex classes on the wholesale grading sheers 
be<:ause sex classes affect the cutting yields. UI 
An amendmenc of October, 1949, eliminated all references to color 
of fae as a criteria in grading. Up to this time a yellow coloring of fae on 
the carcass would result in downgf1l.ding of rhe carcass. T he gre:ltcst 
chwge in carcass beef standards occurred in December, 1950. The former 
Prime and Choice grades were combined and designated lS Choice, the 
former Good grade was ren:l.med as Choice. The Commerci:l.l gf2de ms 
divided inco cwo gf1l.des by dc:sign:l. ting (he beef produced from young 
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anim21s in the top h21f of Commercial as Good while the n2me Com-
merci21 was retained for the remainder of the beef in Ch2t grade. In June, 
19~6, official standards were further revised. The Commercial gf1lde was 
further divided into two grades on the basis of maturity with the beef 
produced from young animals being designated as St2ndard while the 
term Commercial w1S retained 1S the gnde name for ~f produced from 
mature animals. lu 
The official snndards now applicable include eight grades for beef 
from steers and heifers, seven grades for beef from cows and six grades 
for beef from bulls and stags. The grade designations and the factors as· 
sociated with each grade are described in detailed subjective terms. The 
major gf1lde factors have been conform2tion , quality and finish.o These 
faCtors 2fe concerned with the proportions of far, lean and bone of (he 
cartlSs, and rhe quality of the mear. The carc1SS gnde is b1Sed on a com· 
posite evaluation of the three major factors as each is determined sub· 
jectively by the graders. 
The present grade terms and the brief popularized desctiption of the 
tOp six grades below indicate their present general orientation to serve as 
consumer gndes. 
Prime-"As the name implks, bed of Ihis gr2de is highly acceptable and 
paJaw,le. Prime goode bed is produced from young and well·fed beef.lype attle. 
The youth of the canle and the =fuJ intensive feeding which it has had combine 
to produce very high quality CUts of beef. Such CUts have liben l qumtities of &'r 
interspersed within the lean (marbling). These char2ctetistics contribute grady 
to the juiciness. tend~rne$S, and flavor of the meat. Rib roasts and loin steaks of 
this ,Q:rade are consistently tender and cuts from the round and chuck should also 
be highly satisfactory." 
Choice-"This grade is prderred bT most comumers bcause it is of high 
quality bul usually has less fil than beef of the Prime grade. More of this grade 
of beef iSlloduced than of any other grade. Choice bed is usully anilable the 
year roun in subsramid quamiry." . 
Good-"This grade pleases thrifty consumers who seck beef with liule fat 
but with an acceptable degree: of quality. Although CU t S of this grade lack the 
juiciness associated with a higher degree of fatness, their relative tenderness 2nd 
high proportion of lean to Rt make them the preference of nuny people." 
St~ndard-"Bc:d" of this gtade has a very thin CQvcrinf of fat and appeals to 
consumers whose primary concern is a high proponion 0 lean. When properly 
prepared. such beef is usually relatively lender. It is mild in flavor and lacks the 
Juiciness usuaHy found in bee:( with more marblin$." 
Commercitl- " Bc:ef that is graded CommerCL11 u produced from older canle 
lnd uslUll)' Jacks me tenderness of the higher pdts. CutS from this grnk, if ore· 
'Reccn. InOOUtlUmen" ".,. 'hot "finish o. r.,n ... , is no, UoN'" ,rode ("'fO,," Api<"ltll',u M. ,.,.;,,:, 
]an~...,.. 1m. This clwIg. i. pt«uM,bly. plrt;.,} rn:;ogniri.,.. of,~ prcWI' I'Itptiv< val". 10 .h< moikr of 
""«SSI~ fulish. 
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fully prepared, can be made into snisfacrory and economical meat dishes. Mos! 
CUtS require long, slow cooking with moist heat to make them tender and to de-
velop the rich, full beef flavor ,hal':lctcrisric of mature beef." 
Uti lity-"Bed of this grade is produced mosrly from carrie somewhat ad-
vanced in age and is usually lacking in narunl tenderness and juiciness. The cun 
of this grade, :i.S they appear in the retail markets, Cl.rry very little he but provide 
:I. palatable, cronomical source of lean men for pot roasting, stewing, boiling, or 
ground-meat dishes. For satisfactory results, long, slow cooking by moist hell.{ is 
essentiaL I " 
There are two add itional grades of beef-Cutter and Canner-which 
arc used almost entirely in processed meat products and rarely are sold as 
block beef. The grades described above apply to steer and heifer bed. 
Cow, bull, and stag beef is not eligible for the Prime grade.161 
The proportion of beef that was federally graded was racher small at 
the beginning. By 1940, approximately 8 percent of the beef produced 
was federally graded. After the period of compulsory grading during 
W orld War II (September, 1942, to October, 1946), rhe proportion of 
federal graded beef leveled off ar abour 2~ percent. leg Compulsory grading 
was reinstituted in 1952 and 1953 during the Korean conflict. About hal f 
of the total beef slaughter has been graded since then. m In 1955, six bil-
lion pounds of beef were federally graded, representing about 45 percent 
of the total beef produced. 110 
Some have attributed the growth of fede ral grading [Q demand of 
consumers for graded beef.l69 However, a number of studies have shown 
that consumers generally are noc well informed on federal grades or on 
beef gualiry.'71· 17:. I7J. I ". 175 
The greatest growth in beef grading coincided with the increasing 
trend ro large local chain and chain retail grocery supermarkets. Many of 
the chains have central procurement organizations and operate wholesale 
distriburion centers. G rading has apparently simplified procurement of 
beef for-these large retail organizations_ The role of the large supermarkets 
and chain retail organizations in increasing the proportion of beef that is 
graded is in a very real sense an aspect of contervail ing power.176 It has 
placed stronger buy ing organiz:ltions for beef, which have large volume 
requirements, between consumers and the large national packers. In addi-
tion, competition among retail stores in some areas has forced some small 
retailers to offer federally- graded beef. 
The desire [Q popularize certain grade names was a fundamental 
motivarion of the Berrer Beef Association. T his desire has been especially 
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evident among retailers with the rapid growth of self-service merchand-
izing of meats. The popularization through extensive advertising of u.s. 
Choice by large chain retailers has introduced a number of pressures. 
These include pressures of canle producers of certain areas to change 
boundary lines of grades and suggestions of new grade names that carry 
connotations which could be promoted and advertised. Often rather 
strange alliances are formed in the various movements to change grade 
boundaries or grade terms. 
The realignment and emphasis on graded beef in rerail distribution 
made it possible from the very beginning for some small independent 
meat packers without widely recognized brand names to use federal grad-
ing as a means of competing with recognized national brands of the large 
packers. 
This change in retail use of federally graded beef, particularly since 
World War II, has rendered brand names less effective for the larger 
packers and in consequence has caused some controversy within the pack-
ing industry concerning federally graded versus packer graded and branded 
beef. Small regional packers have generally supponed federal grading 
while the larger packers have increasingly tended to discredit federal grad-
ing for various reasons, particularly on grounds concerning the definition, 
designation of grade terms, and the number of grades. But fundamental-
ly the concern about federal grading is the result of the changed competi-
tive interrelationships of larger packers vis-a·vis the large retailers. A re-
view of the COntroversy concerning federal grading and the implication of 
this impact on competitive relationships wchin'che beef industry would 
be an interesting one, but it is beyond the scope of [he present study.p 
' R"""" P'p<fI On ,hi, ,~bic<t .. i,h somewhat differ.n, viewpoin" include Willard Willi.mo. op. ril. , .nd 
Elmer R. IGehl, nCurrm, c"ntrnvenie. Regarding Fcdct:tJ Bcd and Umb G",ding." Unpublished pap<'. De. 
cember, 19~. 
DEVELOPMENT AND ORIENTATION OF RESEARCH 
ON BEEF QUALITY 
Organized research reluing to ~f quality began after the state agci-
cultuc:lJ experiment stations were est:lblished by the Hatch Act in 1888. 
Th"t euly work emph15izing testing of breeds reflecw:l the gre::l.t interest 
in improv~ breeding and the widespre::l.d contemporary controversies con-
cerning the meritS of the different breeds of cattle. 
Among the earliest studies on beef quality was a study to determine 
breed differences 15 related to feeding and how breeds responded in 
"growth and flesh. " At the conclusion of the study the animals were 
slaughtered and a simple uste cest of the beef was conducted. It was con-
cluded that the "best flavor" W15 ascribed co the youngest animal and that 
a "great development in size was not a necessary condition for quality." 
While the objectives of this reseuch emphasized feed efficiency, ch is 
study WllS among the first to consider meat quality as an important ob-
jective. ITT The author concluded further that type W15 more important 
than breed-a conclusion chat must have re:cogniz~ the difficulties of ob-
taining representativeness of animals of the different bre~s. 
Another rather extensive study with enla.rged objectives was con-
ducted by Schweitzer, a chemist of Missouri.' 11· I U The ob jectives in-
cluded feed efficiency among breeds but emphasiz~ the following: weights 
of vital 0(8205, bones, and other parts of each breed; tensile :md ccush-
ing strength of bones and muscles ; and the influence of breed on marbling 
of mCll-t, charaCter of fat to fiber and the positions of fat in the body. 
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[n che flU of 188', In df'on WlS rnlde to obuin ten cmie from 
elCn of the vuious nltionll bed-bce(:d 2Ssociations which were to be se-
JeCCl~d by them lS being represenutive of the respective breeds. Although 
the associltions 19reed [Q the pb.n they failed for vuious relsons to de-
liver the lnimlls. It WliS nor until bce 1888 that che experiment WlS un-
der"IlY with four lnimlls elch of Shorthorns, Herefords, Angus, "grlde" 
lnd "scrub" on l feeding trilL Ten of the 20 held were sent to Chiclgo 
in November of 1890 ro be exhibited lit the American Fu Srock Show 
lnd lpplrendy antlcted wide luention liS demonstrating che results of l 
feeding experiment. 
The Nationll Associuion of Agriculrurll Colleges lnd Experiment 
Sucions in lnnUli session at Chlmpaign, Ill., adjourned to attend the show 
lnd (0 visit the exhibit. It lppeus chat this group Wl5 deeply interested 
in this work lnd urged that "block experiments" and l complece chemial 
lnllysis of each animll be mlde. Apparently the Secretary of Agriculrure 
through Dr. W. O. ArWlter, Dicector of U. S. Experiment Stations, and 
others offered use of laborltories fot the chemical lnalysis because the 
benefits "lccruing to che stock ifl(erests of our COUntry lnd the ause of 
biolo~ical science throughout the world, would be of 50 much impor. 
cance."11J The Connecticut (Storrs) and Utah Experiment Stations each 
offered to ~ one-third of the cost of the chemical invcstiguions. 
The flct Chlt the Connecticut group offered assistance is significlnt 
because the proposed work WlS rdaced co their own pathbreaking work 
in nutrition lnd in the chemistry of foods reported below. The animlls. 
ho~'('ver, were returned to the Missouri Stuion for sbughter and detailed 
chemicll lnalysis of the beef. 
Circumst2nces surrounding this study indicue the intense interest in 
the breed controversy and che hope that W1S pbced in this work in find-
ing lnswers. Another uging controversy of particular rdevlnce to meat 
exporters was the charge that Amerian beef was more "watery" than Eng-
lish beef. A meticulously det2iled chemial anllysis of various cuts 'Was 
completed lnd reporced. ConclUSions of interest to us lICe those in con-
nection With the results on paluability or juiciness of meat. The breeds 
were unked on this score. The popular breeds did not rank first and the 
"grade" carca.sses ranked higher than some purebreds. These resuhs were 
inferred to be representative of the breeds and no doubt did nothing co 
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allay the fires of the breed controversy. T he sample of two animals from 
each breed, of course, was not large enough to make any generalizations 
in terms of breeds. T hese studies are of historical interest in beef guality 
research to indicate the early intereSt of chemists in this field and also 
[hac researchers became involved in the breed controversies. 
A study in G ermany reported on several years later must have cooled 
the interest of American workers in making further slaughter comparisons 
by breed. In a large study involving 28 cattle of each of three breeds no 
differences were found that could be amibuted to breed influence although 
differences within breeds were found .l$O 
Ir seems rhar research emphasis in the area of meat then rurned to 
chemical analysis of meat and expanded to include both human and ani-
mal nutrition. This change in direction in research was largely due to the 
efforts of Dr. W. O . Atwater, chemist at W esleran University, Middle-
town, Connecticut, who also served as D irector of the ConnecticU( Storrs 
Experiment Station. 
The Connecticut Experiment Station , along with several others, be-
gan a series of studies on chemical composition of feedstuffs and the 
chemistry and economy of food. Those studies under the direction of Dr. 
Atwater, beginning in 1880, were probably the earliesc and most compre-
hensive of this period. Included in the report of 1891 is information on 
the amounts of nutrients furnished by various foods "for 2) cents."'" In 
addirion, a srudy of "dietaries" of several hundred persons were reported 
on. This was the firsr comprehensive work in this country on nuaitional 
aspects of foods althoug h Europe:m scientists had been ac work in this 
area for over a '1uaner of a century. This particular study. and chose con-
cinued by these workers, relared nutritional values in terms of the well-
known three-fold division of protein, fat and carbohydrates to the cosc of 
these in various foods.,n 
In a later bulletin these workers suggested that studies of digestion, 
preparation and cooking, be undertaken.,n Further indicating their broad 
thinking they suggested analysis of the food materials available by geo-
graphical regions or markets and cheir relative COStS. T hey stated much 
fuel was wasted in cooking and much food was "badly" cooked. "A re-
form in methods of coo king is one of the economic demands of our 
times."'u These two workers undoubtedly were responsible for develop-
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ing widesp~ld interest in foods, their nutritive v:llue :lnd coses. Dr. At-
wleer, :llso luthored l bulletin of ehe U. S. Deplrcment of Agriculture on 
this subjecr. 1U Me. Wood published l bulletin two yelrs Il ter on melt 
composition :lnd cooking. 11$ 
The lmazing lSpect of the wotk of these investigators is thu fundl-
mentll knowledge of melts presented by them 60 Yelrs 19O ~ quire le-
cunte :lOd extensive even when compared to present st:mdlfds. Grelt em-
phlSis is pbced on the wlSteS of the different curs of melt by Woods and 
he developed extensive r:lbles of many bed cuts showing net edible por-
tions of them. Hi s recommendltions on cooking beef of various CUtS l re 
identical to many of those made today. 
The genenl otient:ltion of these bter studies continued brgely co-
~td the discovery of how energy from foods eln be obtained most cheap-
ly This gre-at concern about economy of foods and rdative cOSts of v:lrious 
cutS W:lS beer extensively reflected in lrticles appearing in contemporary 
home journals and in the press. generally. This can be attributed largely 
to the work of the small group of workers which followed ehe same p:l.r-
tern. 
From 1900 to 1920 research on meat '1u:llity continued 3.t several in-
stitutions. Some emphasized cooking, prep:l.racion, nutrition, and rebtive 
economy of cuts, while others continued further studies in beef qUllity in 
a limited way.'8~ . U1. ,,. . lU. 1110. 19. 
The Illinois work on market classes and grades was a landmark but 
did nor hlve In impact on livestock production and marketing pnceices 
until :lfeer World War L However, it appears thu the proposals made by 
Mumford and Ha.Il, a.1though not recognized uniformly and offieillly in 
the market pilce found their way into publ ications and the early text-
books on livestock producrion and marketing.lt: 
It seems (hlt beef quality research became submerged in this period 
by the increlsing interestS of researchers in state colleges and the Depart-
ment of Agriculture in meat prices, markers, and marketing and the spread 
between live Cltrle prices and beef prices. lts T hese seem to have been 
sympromatic of the time when [he public began to awaken to the (:lCt 
[hat a market problem hld arisen with a new distributive system which 
they did not understand. The overriding preoccup:ltion was mainly with 
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the "beef truSt," high beef prices, :md the low rerum of cartie feeding to 
nttle producers. 
Research related directly or indirectly to melt quality began to ex-
pand gready in scope and extent afrer the passage of the Purnell Act, 
February 24, 1925, which provided funds to stare experiment stations for 
expanded research in economic and social relationships in agriculture al-
though it did not limit support co StudieS of such problems. 
Following its passage, the Executive Committee of the Association 
of Land-Grant Colleges called a conference of the presidents, deans, and 
directors to formulate plans for the promotion of cooperative research 
among state experiment stations and the USDA on a numbtr of broad 
national problems.'" This conference selected six national projects, one 
of which dealt with the "factors influencing the production and quality 
of meats." Special committees were appointed for the purpose of ex-
change and coordination of research for each of the six national projects. 
These special sub-committees operated within the framework of the Land-
Grant College Association until 1931 when coordination and development 
of research in these research areas ~:ere discontinued by the association. 
However, in the intervening years an imposing research prognm had be-
gun at a number of st2te experiment stations on v:uious aspectS of meat 
and meat qualiry under the guidance of the Committee on Meat Quality. 
Subsequendy this activity was or8'-nized on a voluntary basis among 
participating states through the use of annual summer conferences com-
posed principally of workers in animal husbandry and home economics, 
and sponsored in part by the National Live Stock and Meat Board. One 
of the activities of this conference called the Conference of Cooperative 
Meat Investigations, was to exchange research resulrs and co improve re-
search techniques in this field. This conference also est2blished a special 
review committee with the responsibility for reviewing and abstracting 
published and unpublished meat research results produced by the co-
operating institutions since 1925. A review of the abstracts provides a 
bird's-eye view of the range and nature of these studies. Our interest in 
thest relare ro the beef quality studies, which were conducted largely in-
dependently in the various state and federal experiment stations. 
Scudies of the relationships of breeding and feeding to carcass yield 
and quality in terms of color of fat and Ion were emphasized. However, 
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a large share of studies were conducted in line with present interests in 
discovering the relationships of feeding pracrices and age of cattle co 
palatability or eating characteristics of beef. In the late thirties more em· 
phasis was placed on chemical and hiscological studies of the nature of 
meats and nutritional aspecrs of meats. The conference became inactive 
in the early forcies. The last report of the Reviev.· Committee of the Con· 
ference was issued in 1946.19~ 
CONSUMERS AND BEEf QUALITY 
General consumer recognition and knowledge of beef quality is still 
quite limited. Grade terms of dressed beef have been generally known in 
the wholesale meat trade and presumably these have carried. useful guides 
to consumers through the re tail dealers. H owever, studies have shown 
that a large proportion of consumers fa il to recognize beef quality in CUts 
and are nor acquainted with the current grade terms. In . 11<. H & 
While it n n be presumed that a large proportion of consumers are 
unaware of faCtors that may make up qua.lity of beef, it is likely that 
many have an appreciation of the differences in quality. 
Some quality recognition of cuts and also recognieion of diffeeences 
in fin ish probably extend back in antiquity. It is said that the ancients 
prized the loin and ather heavily muscled portion of the carcass. Beef-
steak societies apparently were formed in England during t he reign of 
Queen Anne (1702-14) "when the science of cookery had made great 
strides."I" These clubs were frequented by the nobility :md celebrities of 
ehe time and were formed foe the purpose of eating beefsteaks "in perfec-
tion." Apparently badges were worn by the members of the clubs. The 
choice cues of the loin were prescribed in detail and cooking preparations 
were almost ritualistic. There must have 1>«:n sevenl early societies. One 
of the better known clubs, the "Sublime Society of Beefsteaks," W:l.S 
founded in 1735. ' $1 Of course, only a few could indulge in the ecstacy of 
eating the choicest cutS of beef. 
Early home journals carried articles on meat cookery largely relating 
cumulative experiences of beef cooking. Little scientific work in meat 
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cookery had be<=n done prior to 1900. One of the earliest accounts pre-
scribes cooking a "shoulder piece" of roast b~f using a covered Stone jar 
without liquid and baking long and slow. "This is cooking scientifically. 
A low heac long kept up sofeens the fiber of the toughest meat, ehe srone 
wue gives a tempered steady hear-." In this process "common pieces of 
be<=f come OUt in this way as tender and juicy as choice meats." And "if 
anxious for the tenderness 'of the (round) sceak" ·it should ~ pounded. 
salted and peppered, then left stand overnight and boiled for brakfm. 'u 
The principle of slow cooking continues to be advocated today. 
Considerable emph:l.Sis was placed on selection of cuts. Appropriate 
cooking methods also were regularly prescribed for ehe less tender CUts. ,It 
Broiling was recommended for the tenderloin and sirloin steaks but a 
"broiled round steak is neither tender nor pal:;uable."2oo After 1910 sug-
gestions for cooking seem to be based more explicitly on research srudies 
on cooking beef which began afccr the turn of the century. However, a 
considerable number of articles concinued to appear on CUt selection and 
on preparing the less tender cuts of the round and the forequarter. Tough-
ness seemed ro be more explicidy re<ognized after 1910. One author sug-
gested that ehe reason for toughness was often due to lack of "aging" 
and pointed out the necessity for aging the qrc:lSS to obrain greater tendu-
ness.20 ' 
Contemporary household magazines also offered suggestions co the 
housewife for "marketing for beef. " On selection of beef, a market re-
porcer in 1887 prescribed that good beef will have "fine, smooth, open 
grain, a good wholesome redness of color and will fe<=1 render, while the 
fat should be white nchec than yellow."!V$ She also offered caution about 
odor as indicating either freshly slaughtered beef or "over-kept" or tainted 
beef. Informacion on availability of "choicest" beef in the New York 
market appears in terms of pointing oue the "dearth of Kentucky catde 
which are usually depended on in this season."202 In subsequent issues it 
in forms its readers of the plentifu lness in the muket of "premium catcle 
from the Illinois stock farms. " Hail was the first to describe the whole-
sale meat grades then in use in rhe Chicago market. ~I Later his ideas :tp-
peared in Good HounJmping in an aniele, "Better Meat for Less Money." 
While stressing important price advantages of the less tender cutS, he 
suggests to readers that greater discrimination among beef quality is 
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needed. He oudined some of the criteria to be used as guides in selection. 
H e states furthl:T that: 
"Satisb.ction in buying rne:lt depends in large measure upon the skill of the pur-
chaser in discriminating berween the choice, good, medium, common, lind inferior 
grades, and in taking advanf$.ge of discrepancies [hat exist between market prices 
and food values of many of the cuts. A time may come in the Utopi::m fUTure 
when, as some have suggeSted. our Government cm regulate and brand the quali-
ry as well as the purity of our prociu{ts."'u 
The information on "quality" was provided for only a short time and the 
emphasis in "marketing" suggestions until [he 1930s remained on cut 
identification and CUt names and reflected the local variations in rcrffis.204 . 
'" 
This aspect of unstanclardized terms still exists despite the efforts of 
the National Live Stock and Meat Board and other agencies to standard-
ize terminology and cutting procedures for retail cuts. 
The wide range in seasonal availabil ity of quality beef continued to 
be referred to and it was not until in the 1920s that so-called premium or 
choice beef was more available throughout the season. The sporadic availa-
bility made references to quality, as associated with territories, useful. On 
the other hand this was one of the reasons for the lack of standardization 
of terms concerning quality of beef useful to consumers. 
Only general recommendations on meat selection and quality cri-
teria were made by household magazines and home economists.201. 20G 
Purchasing recommendations in the Journal of Homt economiC! were simi-
lar ro those made by the household journals. For example, one author 
recommended that particular care should be exercised in selecting "a neat 
and sanitary shop." Too large a carcass and heavy brisket show age and 
coarseness and roughness and the outside of the carcass should be well 
covered with fat; however, hard fat in lumps indicates staleness. Lean 
should be well "streaked with veins of fat" and the flesh should be a 
bright red.2OT These apparencJy were the rough guides for quality selection 
for the housewife in her dealings with the locI.! butcher. But the emphasis 
in the contemporary home journals remained on opportunities for econo· 
mizing by utilizing the cheaper CUtS of the carcass. Suggestions for pre-
paring the "tOugher" cuts were given at length reminding readers that 
they were JUSt as nurritious. 
The efforts of pro:viding information on proper cooking methods and 
meat selection have continued. With :l large share of the beef now graded 
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there is a general educational program in many areas to acquaint con-
sumers with the existence of grades, and how each grade of beef can be 
prepared most advantageously. However, even with these efforts the con-
sumers' knowledge 9f meat quality is limited. 
It can be safely· stated that consumers have never taken independent 
action as groups for the development of quality standards. Only indirectly 
was some attention given to problems of consumers concerning beef quali-
ty . T he influence of consumers as a group was largely one of a passive 
nature. The "consumer movement" which is said to have begun in the 
1920s coincided with the greater interest in standardization and labeling 
of food and household products. This was a generalized movement con-
cerning better standards for consumers' goods, but it was essentially a.n 
amorphous effort on the part of many organizations and groups which 
more or less served as spokesmen for consumers. One author stated that 
"at no time was a conference called and a resolution drawn up to launch 
a consumer movement. Rather independent action by widely separated 
groups occurred, and as consumer elements were recognized, some cohe-
sion developed."2Q8 In some instances, organizations and so-called spokes-
men for consumers were not representative of the consumer interest but 
were explOiting possibilities of their own gains under the guise of the 
consumer interest?09 
Work of public agencies probably produced the most useful results 
in developing grade standards. It was stated by one writer, for example, 
that while much food product grading was only at the wholesale level, 
the Bureau of Agricultural Economics had rarely losc sight of che ultimate 
consumer. Dr. Tenney, head of the Bureau, stated in 1928 that standardi-
zation work in the next decade would increasingly recognize consumer 
needs. " If our grades do not meet che consumers' demand .to a large ex-
tent, if not wholly, they are not the right grades."2Io 
The view chat the beef grades, which had descriptions of wholesale 
origin, would serve as consumer guides was expressed shordy after (he 
federal beef grading service was established. Sherman seated that "the 
grading work ....... is designed to aid in the merchandising of meats 
under exactly the right grade names so thac when a housekeeper says she 
wants a good grade roast or steak she can be sure of getting one."211 
In summary, beef grade standards were not developed in response to 
expressed consumer inceresrs, but were supported largely by beef cattle 
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producers and the melt industry. Producers expected to benefit by using 
grades to tap a larger share of the consumer budget. It was rarely ques-
doned whether the gradi7lg standards distilled from wholesale market 
practices would be excellent guides for maximizing consumer satisfaction 
and consumer expenditures on beef. In rhe postwar struggle among beef 
production areas and between animal species, questions have once again 
been raised about the factors affecting meat palatability. The answers to 
dare underscore the necessity of weU-designed, large scale srudies to define 
accurately that which is now known in part. 
SUMMARY 
Improvement in the quality of American beef carrie was aSSOCiated. 
with the growth of a highly produCtive domestic market economy. Simi-
larly, beef quality regulations and standards have developed from rather 
simple colonial standards to those: of the pn=sent, having national signifi-
cance and applicarion. 
Throughour rhe period of development of qualiry 5[andards many 
forces were at work. However, the major force has been that imposed by 
the growth of commercial markers, made possible because: of a highly pro-
ductive society which could afford beef consumption. Market structures 
have changed through time and as a consequence have guided the nacure 
of application of beef grade Standards. 
During the largely self-sufficient economy of the colonial period cat-
tle were prized more highly for their work under the yoke and eventually 
for their hides th2n for their meu. The rapid growth of 5CV(:ral impornn r 
c~stal cities by the time of the Re\'olurion:uy War stimulated growth of 
markers for live cattle. POSt Revolutionary War pioneer settlements west 
of the Alleghenies soon turned their attention to economic potentials of 
cattle raising for eastern seaboard markets. Cattle raising provided an op· 
portunity to market abundant grass and grai ns to eastern markets. In the 
pre-railroad period the significance of C:.t1tle droves testifies co the impor-
tance of cattle raising in newly opened territories to supply bet:f to grow· 
. . . Ing Clues. 
Growth of ciries inCIC2sed economic opportunities for improvement 
of C2ttie emphasizing beef qualities. American cattlemen rurned to im-
portation of improved European cattle. Although many cattle importing 
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companies were ocg.anized beginning in 18}4 there was linle improvement 
in catde until after the Civil War. By 1900 a significant improvement 
in beef characteristics of American cattle was noted. Although feeding of 
grain to beef catde had been practiced since the Revolutionary period it 
was not until afcer 1900 that a significant proportion of cattle for beef 
were fed grain concentrates. Since then the impact of improved breeding 
and of feed ing practices has resulted in an increasing proportion of block 
beef thllt is highly acceptable in comparison to even 25 years ago. An ex-
plnding market for quality beef was an essential prerequisite. 
From the beginning cattlemen have accepted and recognized quality 
standards for at least cwo major purposes: 
(1) To aid catrlemen in idelltifying differences in qualiry so thac their 
knowledge of price and qualiry would serve them in barg<tining 
more effectively with buyers, butchers, and packers. 
(2) To assist in the promotion of qualiry productS in order to exploit 
both foreign and domestic markets. 
As early as mid-eighteenth cemury, identification and recognition of 
qualiry evolved at local livestock markets. Private market news reporting, 
developed from these crude beginnings and based on local market termi-
nology, beame an important characteristic of livestock markers. Private 
market reports in newspapers and market sheets became even moce im-
pornm with est2blishmem of large markets and packing centers :H major 
railroad terminals. However, national distribution of beef and interrela-
tionship of livestock markets forced atrention to the inadequacies of price 
reporting by individual markets where quality terminology WllS not uni-
form. The· need for a national price reporting system using uniform termi-
nology was met with the establishment of the federal market reportS, be-
,srinning on beef in 1916 and on live cattle in 1918. Federal price reporting, 
initially based on uniform terminology developed at the University of 
Illinois, soon was based on official quality grade terms originated by the 
federal government. 
Market reporting has always been an essential element of trading 
where quality or other value differentiaring factors were important. Uni-
form qualiry terms will continue to be imporunt as long as Cattle are 
diverse enough in qualiry to bring significancly different prices. 
Marki ng of beef carcasses with federal gndes was promoted in the 
1920s as a means of bolstering the badly sagging demand for purebred 
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cattle. Marking was promoted by producer groups who were convinced 
th:n packers and retailers were not doing an adequate job of promoting 
their particular beef. This promotion was nOt without controversy as 
western cattlemen doubted the advantage to themselves of a marking 
system which promoted wdl fed catde. 
Producers were persuaded that the retail structure composed of hun-
dreds of thou.unds of small meat shops was allowing much misrcptc:sen.ta-
tion of quality and was failing to develop a potential market for expensive, 
highly finished beef. The problems of correCt quality regulations to pro· 
mote highly finished beef for the domestic market were not nearly as 
simple as had been the case with minimum reguluions for export mark· 
ets. Researchers were quick to admit that they knew lirclc about the rela· 
tionship of b«f eating qualities to various visual characteristics. 
Fortunately for the cause of quick aCtion, the U. S. Department of 
Agriculture had available a set of carcass grades used in connection with 
its price reporcing work:. These standards must have had some rdationship 
to consumer acceptance, or they would not have been useful in price reo 
porcing. Perhaps the meager use of carcass grades before World War II 
discouraged any careful study of the benefits of grading, the recipients of 
those benefits, or a comparison with other grading systems. In faCt, these 
promotional aims of grade m:a.rking appear to have been confused in many 
minds with the second purpose of grades - as an aid to price reporting. 
Catdemen have accepred the use of federal grades as an essential pare of 
price reporting. Private reporting of prices on the basis of loca l market 
terminology was fairly s:l.tisfactory uneil railroads and naelonal packers 
developed a national market for cattle and beef. 
The use of gtades for promotion natun.lly provokes some controversy 
as to whose produCt receives the better promotion and as to the rdative 
promotional effectiveness of various grading systems. 
One major change in carcass grades has been made since 1927. This 
change reduced the fat conunt of rop gn.des by combining Prime and 
Choice and renaming Good as Choice. 
Some attention has b«n given by preference researchers to exploring 
other possible modifications in grades. Relacively little :memion h:1s ~n 
given to the tendency of many large retailers to concemrate their beef 
purchases within a very narrow segment of the quality range. However, 
the m:1jor cause of controver:sy has ~n at the packer-rruiler level, where 
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grades have become a m:l.jor p:l.rt of trading spedfio.dons since their com· 
pulsory use in World Wu rr. It is interesting th:n a grade marki ng sys· 
tern promoted in the 19205 by producers co StOP small retailer "misrep· 
resenC:l.tion" of qU:l.lity should be extremely popular in the 1950s wi th the 
mln:l.gement of large retail chains who use gt':I.des as :l.ids in buying and/ 
or merch:l.ndising. 
There is nero for :I. more general undemanding of why we have beef 
gr:l.des and of the importance of rethinking the purposes and usefulness of 
gr:l.des :as market demlnds and srrucrures continue co change. 
Organized consumer effons to regulate beef quality were never im· 
pOrt:l.IH except in the SC:l.rcity economy of the e:l.rly coloni:l.l d:l.Ys. While 
effons were made to prevent sales at unf:l.ir prices or of unwholesome 
qualities, the regulations were sddom enforced stringently after 1750. 
Organized consumer groups were nO[ an influence in obtaining the nurk· 
ing of grades in 1920s. T his is not to ny that those promoting the grades 
were not interested in consumer satisfaction. Since successful promotion 
depends upon consumer acceptance, promoters were interested in estab-
lishing grades with a m:l.ximum impact upon consumer demand. 
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